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PREFACE

The last twenty five years have witnessed the emergence of nondestructive

photothermal technique as an effective research and analytical tool for the

characterization of matter in all its different states. Most of these photothermal

methods depend upon the detection, by one means or other, of thermal waves

generated in the specimen on illumination with a chopped or pulsed optical

radiation. As the photothermal technique monitors the nonradiative path, it can

throw light into several properties of the materials which are hard to measure using

conventional spectroscopic techniques. The advancement in the detecting and

measuring systems have made the photothermal techniques an effective tool for the

in situ and in vivo studies on the thermal, transport and optical properties of

materials, especially those of condensed matter. Among the variety of photothermal

techniques employed, the laser induced nondestructive photoacoustic (PA) and

photothermal deflection (P1D) techniques are the two popular techniques employed

for the evaluation of material parameters due to its simplicity and versatility. The

noncontact and nondestructive PTD technique allows point by point scanning on

the sample surface as well as the characterization of anisotropy in thermophysical

properties of specimen under investigation. Even though, the PA technique is an

indirect technique, it allows the evaluation of material parameters with accuracy using

a simple and elegant experimental setup.

In the present technological era emerging in the modem world, photonics

replaces electronics due to several advantages of optical signal as compared to

electronic signal. However, the progress in this field demands better understanding



of the fundamental properties of the materials used in this industry. The class of

materials used here are the compound semiconductors, nanometal dispersed

ceramics, composites of conducting polymer and liquid crystal mixtures. Compound

semiconductors are widely used for the generation and detection of optical radiation

whereas ceramics are considered to be the ideal material for many of the electronic

and optoelectronic devices. In recent times, the fourth generation of polymers, viz.,

conducting polymers is widely used for the fabrication of plastic LED and many

other optoelectronic sources. liquid crystals are extensively used in the optical data

storage devices. The performance and reliability of the device depends greatly on the

thermal and transport properties of these materials. The work done here is focused

on the evaluation of transport properties of some of these photonic materials using

laser induced P1D and PA technique. The present thesis contains the details of the

work done and it is organized into six separate chapters.

In chapter 1, an overview of various photothermal techniques are presented.

The detailed account of the PA signal generation in condensed matter is given. A

review of the work done by various researchers on the class of photonic materials

using the experimental techniques employed in the present thesis is presented.

Motivation of the present work is also wellexplained.

Chapter 2 is subdivided into two parts. In the first part, evaluation of the

thermal diffusivity of intrinsic InP and InP doped with Sn, S and Fe using PTD

technique is presented. The influence of doping as well as the nature of dopant on

the thermal diffusivity value is investigated. The influence of plane of cleavage on the

thermal diffusivity value of the semiconductor samples is also discussed. In the



second part of the chapter, results related to the heat transport through double GaAs

epitaxial layer grown on GaAs substrate with varying concentration of Si and a

particular concentration of Be are included. Analysis of the results shows that

samples exhibit singnificant anisotropy in heat transport and hence show anisotropy

in thermal diffusivity values along in-plane and cross plane direction.

Chapter 3 deals with the simultaneous measurement of thermal and transport

properties viz. thermal diffusivity, diffusion coefficient, surface recombination

velocity and nonradiative recombination time of some direct and indirect bandgap

semiconductors. These thermal and transport properties of semiconductors are

evaluated by fitting the experimentally obtained phase spectrum of the PA signal

under heat transmission configuration to that of theoretical phase spectrum based on

the thermal piston model of Rosencwaig and Gersho. This chapter is contains three

sections. In the first section, evaluation of thermal and transport properties of some

direct bandgap semiconductors namely InP, GaAs and lnSb are presented. The

second section deals with the measurement of the same in the case of intrinsic Si and

Si doped with Band P. The latter section of this chapter discusses the measurement

of thermal and transport properties of GaAs epitaxiallayers. All these measurements

are carried out using a home made Open Photoacoustic Cell.

In chapter 4, focus is made on the measurement of thermal diffusivity of

nano Ag metal dispersed ceramic Alumina matrix and composites of conducting

polymers, namely Camphor Sulphonic Acid doped Polyaniline with Cobalt

Phthaloeyanine. For the measurement of thermal diffusivity of ceramics, PA

technique under Reflection Detection Configuration (RDC) is employed due to the



finite thickness of the specimen under investigation. The thermal diffusivity values

are evaluated by knowing the transition frequency, at which sample changes from

thermally thin to thermally thick region, from the amplitude spectrum of the PA

signal. However, the thermal diffusivity values of the composites are measured using

PA technique under heat transmission configuration. The thermoelastic bending of

the specimen due to the finite temperature gradient existing within the specimen is

also incorporated in the evaluation of thermal diffusivity. In this case the phase data

of the PA signal as a function of modulation frequency is utilized for the evaluation

of thermal diffusivity of the specimen.

Complete thermal characterization of liquid crystal mixtures namely,

Cholesterol and 1 hexadecanol using PA technique is presented in chapter 5. The

thermal diffusivity value of the speamen, by including the contribution from

thennoelastic bending, is done using PA technique under heat transmission

configuration. The phase data of the PA signal is used for the evaluation of thermal

diffusivity of the specimen. The thermal effusivity values of the same are investigated

using PA technique in RDC. In this case, the amplitude of the PA spectrum is

utilized. By knowing these parameters, the thermal conductivity and thermal capacity

of the samples as a function of the relative mass fraction of the constitutes is studied.

Conclusions based on the present work are presented in the Chapter 6. The

future prospectus and possibility of the continuation of the present work are also

included in this chapter.
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Imagination is more important than I(.nowCediJe

- .J4[6ert Einstein

Chapter 1

Photothermal methods and their applications to

photonic materials

Abstract

This chapter which is of an introductory nature, presents a
short description of various phenomena arising due to light matter
interaction with special emphasis on the nonradiative processes and
that lead to photothermal phenomena. An overview of various
photothermal methods and their applicability for the characterisation
of photonic materials are explained in detail. A comprehensive
account of the various techniques used for the detection of
photothermal signal is also given here. The experimental techniques
employed in the present thesis and their significance and uniqueness
are well addressed. A review of the work done by various researchers
on the applicability of photothermal deflection and photoacoustic
technique for the characterisation of photonic materials is also
included. The motivation behind the present work is highlighted in
this chapter.



Chapter 1. Photothermal ..

1.1. Light Matter Interaction

Interaction of light with matter gives a better understanding of microscopic as

well as macroscopic properties of matter in all its different states. The advent of

coherent, monochromatic and highly directional light source, namely, laser has lead

to a major renaissance in this field. Depending on the strength of the interacting

electric field of the electromagnetic radiation, materials exhibit several linear and

nonlinear phenomena [1-2]. When the strength of interacting electric field is of the

order of atomic field, materials show different nonlinear optical properties such as

harmonic generation, hyper polarisability, higher order susceptibility, etc. [3]. The

interactions of matter with intense short optical pulses give rise to more interesting

phenomena such as laser ablation, plasma generation, etc [4-5]. However, the light

matter interaction at low levels of optical power results in various thermo-optical and

photo chemical reactions [6]. Irradiation of a specimen with an optical radiation

results in the excitation of the atoms in the sample to higher energy levels from which

they release their energy either in the form of light or heat so as to return to the

ground state energy level. These processes can takes place either in a radiative way or

through nonradiative way. The emission of light by a substance due to any processes

other than due to temperature rise is called luminescence [7]. If the deexcitation is

taking place from a metastable state, it is called phosphorescence so that the

luminescence persists significantly even after the exciting source is removed.

However, in the case of fluorescence, the emission of radiation occurs

instantaneously [8-9]. The excitation of specimen can also results in the transfer of

energy through chemical reaction [6]. During the last two decades, many researchers

has explored the nonradiative path of deexcitation of specimen after excitation with a

chopped optical radiation to investigate the thermal, optical, transport and structural

properties of material in all its different states [I 0-21]. Various experimental

techniques such as 3 ea method, Laser calorimetry and Photothermal methods are used

for studying these thermal waves generated due to nonradiative deexcitation of

samples [15-20]. The present thesis deals with the use of two photothermal methods,

3



Laser induced photothermal studies .•..•...•......••.

namely, photoacoustic and photothermal deflection technique to investigate the

thermal and transport properties of certain selected photonic materials.

1.2. Photothermal methods

In recent years, thermal wave physics has emerged as an effective research

and analytical tool for the characterisation of materials [22-25]. The nondestructive

and nonintrusive photothermal methods are based on the detection by one means or

the other, of a transient temperature change that characterizes the thermal waves

generated in the sample after illumination with a pulsed or chopped optical radiation

[26-40]. The detected photothermal signal depends on the optical absorption

coefficient at the incident wavelength as well on how heat diffuses through the

sample [41-45]. Dependence of photothermal signal on how heat diffuses through the

specimen allows the investigation of transport and structural properties such as

thermal diffusivity, thermal effusivity, thermal conductivity, voids, etc [46-55].

Photothermal methods can be effectively used for the optical characterisation of the

sample due to its dependence on optical absorption coefficient [56-60]. The unique

feature of photothermal methods is that the detected photothermal signal depends

only on the absorbed light and it is independent of transmitted or scattered light. The

two features that make photothermal methods superior to conventional methods is

that it can directly monitor the nonradiative path of deexcitation in addition to being

sensitive to very small optical absorption coefficient [59-60]. Apart from this,

photothermal effects can amplify the measured optical signal which is referred to as

enhancement factor and it is the ratio of the signal obtained using photothermal

spectroscopy to that obtained using conventional transmission spectroscopy.

Enhancement factors depend on thermal and optical properties of the sample, the

power or energy of the light source used to excite the sample and the optical

geometry used to excite the sample [61]. As these parameters can vary externally,

photothermal methods can be used even for specimens having relatively poor thermal

and optical properties. The merit of these methods also lies in the extremely sensitive
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detection technique used here in comparison to conventional transmission methods.

The various photothermal methods are depicted in figure I. The magnitude of

photothermal signal depends on the specific method used to detect the photothennal

effect and on the type of the sample analyzed,

IR......"'C"I . ...

M.........
\

.....~.....".........
.....

.' ~.....--- -a,.; • • • • ••_• • ••••• • • • • • • •~.... ...........

..

Figure 1. Different types of photothermal signal generation
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1.3. A brief account of the different photothermal methods

The common techniques that are employed in photothermal methods are

shown in the table I. Eventhough all these techniques are based on the same

principle, the detecting parameter changes from one technique to other.

Thermodynamic Measured Property Detection Technique

Parameter

Temperature Temperature Calorimetry

Infrared Radiation Photothermal Radiometry

Density Refractive Index Photothermal Lens

Photothermal Interferometry

Photothermal Deflection

Photothermal Refraction

Photothermal Diffraction

Surface Deformation Surface Deflection

Pressure Acoustic Wave Photoacoustic Spectroscopy

Table 1. Common detection techniques used in photothermal spectroscopy

The temperature change occurring m the sample due to nonradiative

deexcitation can be directly measured using thermocouples, thennistors or

pyroelectric devices and the corresponding experimental technique is called

photothermal calorimetry [62-65]. In the photopyroelectric technique [66-68], which

can be used for the simultaneous measurement of different thermal parameters such

as thermal diffusivity, effusivity etc. a thermally thick pyroelectric film (thickness of

the film is greater than thermal diffusion length of the film) is attached to one side of

the thermally thick sample and the combination is mounted on a thermally thick

backing medium. The other side of the specimen is illwninated by an intensity

6
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modulated optical radiation. When thermal waves reache the pyroelectric sensor

sample interface, the pyroelectric sensor detects an electric current, which contains

information about the structure and thermal and optical properties of the sample. In

general, a PVDF film coated with Ni-Cr is used as the pyroelectric detector [69]..--
However, this method demands accurate calibration of the detector and it suffers from

thermal impedance mismatch between sample and the mountings. A variant

configuration of the standard photopyroelectric method, well suited for thermal

effusivity measurements, is the so-called inverse photopyroelectric technique (IPPE).

In the inverse configuration introduced by Chirotic and eo-workers [70], light is

incident directly on the surface of pyroelectric transducer and the substrate is

substituted by the sample. The thermal effusivity of binary liquid mixtures are

measured using this technique [70]. Application of the IPPE technique for the

measurement of thermal effusivity of margarines, cultured milk and pastry materials

is a typical example of the potential application of this technique for the quality

control of the foodstuff [71-72]. Direct determination of thermal conductivity of

solids and liquids was recently discussed by Thoen and eo-workers [73].

In the case of photothermal radiometry [74], the temperature change is

measured indirectly by monitoring the infrared emission and it can be used in

situations where a large temperature change has occurred. Although not very

sensitive, this method has potential for application in nondestructive materials

analysis and testing. Using sensitive infrared cameras, it can be used for imaging the

thermal properties of large samples. However, in photothermal radiometry, a more

careful analysis of the spectral detectivity of detector, spectral absorption of the

sample and the geometry of the optical equipment are essential [75]. The inherent

advantage of this technique is that signal can be obtained remotely [76]. The shape of

the objects can be arbitrary. Nevertheless, it is better to make sure that the quality for

imaging a sample spot on the detector is constantly good. Signal evaluation may be

complicated if the sample is transparent or reflective in the infrared spectral range.
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In steady state and isobaric conditions, the temperature change due to

nonradiative deexcitation can result in a variation in volume expansion coefficient

and a consequent change in density of the specimen. Direct measurement of this

temperature dependent density is very difficult. In the case of solids, these density

changes can alter the physical dimension of the surface of specimen under

investigation. Depending on the spatial homogeneity and the deformation of the

specimen, two photothermal technique namely photothermal interferometry [77-80]

and photothermal surface deflection method [81-82] are employed for the evaluation

of material parameters. The major difference between these methods and earlier

mentioned photothermal methods is that, in this case a pump laser is used to produce

photothermal effects and a probe laser is used to monitor the refractive index change.

Photothermal interferometric technique is effectively employed for samples having

homogenous deformation (expansion or contraction) of the surface due to temperature

change. Using this technique, a small displacement of the order of parts-per million

of the wavelength of the probe beam is accurately measured, which in turn helps in

the sensitive measurement of solid sample absorption. In this technique, both the

pump and probe beam passes through the sample, which is optically transparent at the

probe beam wavelength. The optical path length change that occurs due to

photothermally induced refractive index variation can be measured using

photothermal interferometric technique. This method is effectively employed in the

case of liquids also. A spatially heterogeneous expansion (or contraction) can cause

change in surface angle and a probe beam reflected from the surface of specimen can

be used to monitor this change in angle. This method is referred to as photothermal

surface deflection spectroscopy.

The spatially varying refractive index profile arising due to photothermal

effect as a result of irradiation with pump beam can cause focusing or defocusing of

the probe beam, provided the refractive index profile is curved. Thus the thermally

perturbed sample and the consequent spatially varying refractive index can act as a
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dn
lens. Depending on the sign of-, it can act either as a converging or diverging lens.

dT

Light transmitted through an aperture placed beyond the photothermal lens will vary

with the strength of the lens. Photothermal methods based on the measurement of the

strength of the lens are called thermal lens spectroscopy [6, 83-84]. This technique

has proven to be a valuable tool to study the thennophysical properties of transparent

materials such as, glasses, liquid crystals and polymers. It allows the determination

of thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity, the temperature coefficient of the optical

path length, optical absorption coefficient and fluorescence quantum efficiency [6].

Since this is a remote sensing technique, measurement of samples in inaccessible

environment presents no extra difficulties. This is an important aspect if one wants to

carry out thenno-optical measurements on samples placed inside a high temperature

furnace. Extensive use of this technique for investigation of the thermal and optical

properties of different materials has been made by Baesso and eo-workers [85-88].

In the case of opaque solid samples, illumination with focused optical

radiation heats the specimen locally and shares its energy to the coupling medium,

where a refractive index gradient is generated due to temperature dependent index of

refraction. A probe laser beam passing parallel to the sample surface and through the

coupling medium gets deflected from its normal path. The technique that makes use

of this bending to study properties of materials is commonly called photothermal

deflection spectroscopy [89-92]. An overview of different configurations of this

technique is given in the next section. In photothermal refraction spectroscopy, the

detected signal is due to the combined effects of both deflection and lensing.

Photothermal diffraction technique is based on the probe-beam diffraction due to a

periodic index of refraction (grating) generated when two pump-beams cross each

other inside or at the surface of a sample [93]. The grating will diffract light at an

angle according to Bragg's law. This method is widely used for studies in ultra-short

time scales.
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Another important parameter that is exploited in photothermal methods is the

pressure change associated with the transient temperature change in the specimen.

Pressure transducers such as microphones and piezoelectric crystals are commonly

used for the measurement of pressure waves associated with a rapid sample heating.

The branch of photothermal method based on the detection of these pressure waves is

known as optoacoustic or photoacoustic (PA) technique [94-96]. A detailed

description of this technique is given in the ensuing sections.

Two types of pumping mechanism are commonly employed in photothermal

experiments, namely, pulsed optical excitation or modulated continuous wave optical

radiation. Choice of detecting instruments depends greatly on the mode of excitation.

Optical excitation through pulsed radiation results in a transient signal of large

amplitude immediately after the optical radiation and it decays as the sample

approaches thermal equilibrium through thermal diffusion processes. These transient

signals last for a few microseconds in gaseous state and for few milliseconds in

condensed media. Excitation through intensity modulated optical radiation results in

periodic thermal waves and the amplitude and phase of the generated photothermal

signal is a function of the frequency of modulation of incident radiation. These

thermal waves carry information about the thermal, transport and optical properties of

the specimen under investigation.

1.4. Photothermal deflection technique.

In spite of a variety of photothermal methods used for the characterisation of

materials, the noncontact photothermal deflection (PTD) technique possesses some

unique characteristics and advantages compared to other photothermal methods [97

98]. Ever since the theory of transverse photothermal deflection technique was put

forward by Foumier et.al in early eighties [89], this technique is effectively employed

in spectroscopic measurements due to its extremely high sensitivity to a very low

absorption coefficient. The absorption of optical radiation (pump beam) causes a

corresponding change in the index of refraction in the optically heated region as well
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as in a thin layer adjacent to the sample surface. By probing the gradient of the

varying index of refraction with a second beam (probe beam), one can relate its

deflection to the optical absorption as well as to thermal parameters of the samples

[99-104]. Depending on the relative positions of the pump and the probe beam, two

choices of PTO techniques are possible viz, transverse PTO technique and collinear

PTD technique. A schematic representation of these two configurations is given in

figure 2 and figure 3, respectively. In the transverse PTO technique, probing is done

on the gradient of index of refraction in the thin layer adjacent to the sample whereas

in the collinear PTO technique, a gradient of index of refraction is created and probed

within the sample itself.

Pump beam
ea

Periodic
deflection Medium

Probe beam
.~~~~-----

Sample

Figure 2. Schematic representation of transverse photothermal deflection

technique
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Pump beam
OJ

Probe beam

Periodic ~
deflection S

Medium

Sample

Figure 3. Schematic representation of collinear photothermal deflection

technique.

The two configurations of PTD technique allow, in principle, a local testing

of the absorption of a given sample. The collinear method, however, can only be

used for samples which neither absorb nor scatter the probe beam. Spatial resolution

in the surface plane [(x,y) plane] is, for both methods, determined by the width of the

pump beam. In the z-direction, the resolution of the transverse PTD method depends

strongly on the thermal diffusion length in the sample. In the case of thermally thin

sample, the transverse PTD technique, measures the total (surface and bulk)

accumulated absorption over the whole thickness of the sample. A theoretical

background of the transverse PTO is given in next chapter. For the colIinear method,

the resolution and the locality of the measurement are determined by the cross

sectional area of the pump and probe beam. However, for thin samples and small

angles between pump and probe beam, the collinear PTD technique also measures the

accumulated absorption over the whole thickness of the sample. It is already been

reported that transverse PTO technique is more effective in evaluating the material

parameters of opaque and solid samples, especially for samples having poor optical
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quality (105-106]. The potential of PTD technique in irnaging and scanning

microscopy is well demonstrated in earlier reports [104-105]. Using this technique a

temperature change of the order of few mK can be easily detected.

1.5. Photoacoustic technique

The photoacoustic (PA) effect is the generation of acoustic waves in the

specimen after illumination with a chopped or pulsed optical radiation. Graham Bell

discovered the PA effect in 1880, when he noticed that the incidence of modulated

light on a diaphragm connected to a tube produced sound [107-108]. Thereafter, Bell

studied the photoacoustic effect in liquids and gases, showing that the intensity of

acoustic signal depends on the absorption of light by the material. In the nineteenth

century, it was known that the heat of a gas in a closed chamber produces pressure

and volume change in this gas. In the subsequent years many theories were developed

by different researchers to explain the PA effect [109-116]. According to Rayleigh

[117], this effect was due to the movement of the solid diaphragm. Bell believed that

the incidence of light on a porous sample expanded its particles, producing a cycle of

air expulsion and reabsorption in the sample pores. Both were contested by Preece

[117], who pointed out that the expansion/contraction of the gas layer inside the

photoacoustic cell is the cause of the phenomenon. Mercadier [117] explained the

effect conceiving what we call today the thermal diffusion mechanism: the periodic

heating of the sample is transferred to the surrounding gas layer, generating pressure

fluctuations. The lack of a suitable detector for the photoacoustic signal made the

interest in this area to decline until the invention of the sensitive and compact

microphone. Even then, research in this field was restricted to applications in gas

analysis up to 1973, when Rosencwaig started to use the PA technique for

spectroscopic studies of solids and, together with Gersho, developed a theory for the

PA effect in solids [109-116]. Ever since the theory of PA effect in solids was

developed by Rosencwaig and Gersho, this technique has been effectively used in

diverse areas of physics, chemistry and medicine [34, 117-118]. With the advent of
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sophisticated data acquisition systems and tunable light sources, the versatil ity of PA

technique paved way to several innovative experiments.

The PA generat ion can be classified as direct and indirect. In the direct PA

signal generat ion, the acoustic wav e is produced in the sample whereas in the indirect

PA generat ion the acoustic wave is generated in the cou pling medium adjacent to the

sample.

In the direct PA signal generation in solids or liquids, the acoustic wave

generated due to transi ent temperature change is measured using a piezoe lectric

transducer [usually lead zirconate titanate (PZl) ceram ic] placed in intimate contact

with specimen. These detectors can de tect temperature changes of 10·l oC to 1 0~ oC,

wh ich for a part icular solid or liqu id corresponds to therma l inputs of the order of 10~

ca Vern}-sec . Since the volume expansion of sol ids or liqu ids is 10 to 100 times less

than that of gases, this techn ique is more sensitive than the microphone version of PA

technique. Depending on the optica l transparency at the incident wavelength,

different configurations of piezoe lectric PA tech nique can be emp loyed as shown in

figure 4. In the case of optically opaque samples, it is better to attach PZT on the rear

side of the specimen (Figure 4 .a) whereas in the case of optica lly transparent samples.

the transducer is placed on e ither side of sample in the fonn of an annu lus (Figure

4 .b). In the case of liquids, the PZT is mounted on one of the walls of the liquid

co ntaine r [119-124].

Incident

Radiation

Figure 4.al PZT configuration for opaque samples
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Sample

PZT crystal

Fig ure 4.b) PZT configuration for transparent sa mples

However. in the case of powdered samples or gels, the PZT version of PA

technique is not applicable. ln such cases, the microphone version of PA technique is

extensively used. The simple and elegant microphone version of PA technique,

though indirect, can measure a temperature rise of 10--6 to IO" oC or a thermal input of

about 10-6 to 10" caVern'] - sec. In the past, different versions of microphone based

PA technique, viz. , closed f A technique, Open Cell Phoroacoustic (OCP) technique

etc are effective ly employed for the characterisation of condensed matter [125-127].

Depending on the position of microphone in the PA cell cavity, the PA technique can

be employed in two configurations viz., either in reflection configuration mode

(Figure 5.a) or in transmission detection configuration (Figure 5.b). The transmission

detection configuration, which is the basis of minimal volume Open Photoacoustic

Cell (OPC) technique, is found to be more useful in evaluating the thermal and

transport propert ies, especially for semiconductors. Perondi and Miranda described

the ope as "an inexpensive detector sensitive to any radiation, ranging from

microwave to x-ray" [128-129]. The disadvantage of microphone version of PA

technique is that the response time of the detector is limited by the transient time of

acoustic waves in the PA cell cavity and low frequency response of the microphone.
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:10lCD

..

1. Microphone
2. Glass window
3. Acrylic body
4. Sample

Figure 5.a) Reflection detection configuration of PA technique

CD ~
'------'

1. Microphone
2. Sample
3. Acrylic body
4. Glass window

Figure 5.b) Transmission detection configuration of PA technique

1.6. Rosencwaig and Gersho Theory

According to R-G theory, which is based on the one dimensional heat flow

model, the pressure fluctuation detected by the microphone depends on the acoustic

pressure disturbance at the sample-gas interface. The generation of surface pressure

disturbance, in turn, depends on the periodic temperature fluctuations at the sample

gas interface. Rosencwaig and Gersho developed and exact expression for the

temperature fluctuations by treating the acoustic disturbance in the gas in an

approximate heuristic manner.
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k , the thermal conductivity

C • the specific heat capacity
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The theoretical formulat ion of the R-G model is based on the light absorption

and the therma l wave propagation in an experimental configuration as shown in

figure 6. Here, the sample, which is in the form a disc having a thickness / is in

contact with backing material of low therma l conductivity and of thickness I• . Th e

front surface of the samp le is in contact with a gas column of length If ' The backin g

and the gas are considered to be nonabsorbing at the incident wave length. Following

are the parameters used in the theoretical explanation of R-G model.

P. the density

a = ypC' the thermal diffusivity

a :::; ~~a • the thermal diffusion coefficient and

u = l;;. the thermal diffusion length

Incident light

81/

ackinz

-(/ +/, ) - I

Sample
Boundary
layer of gas

Gas

I,

)

x
Figure 6: Schematic representat ion of photoacoustic expe rimental

configuration.

When a sinusoidally modulated light beam of intensity 10 is incident on a

solid sample having an absorption coeffic ientP. the heat density generated at any

point due to the light absorbed at this point can be represented by
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1- /31oe f1x (1 + cos mt)
2

(1)

The thermal diffusion equation in the three regions by taking into account of

the heat diffusion equation can be written as

a2e
= ~ aB _/31071 efJx (1 + e13x)

for -I S x S 0 (2)axl a at 2k

a2e 1 aB
--=-- for - (l +1b ) S X s -I (3)ax 2

ab at
ale 1 aB
----- for 0 S x S Ig (4)ax 2 a g at

Where e and 17 are the temperature and light to heat conversion efficiency

respectively. Here the subscripts band g represent the backing medium and gas

respectively. The real part of the complex valued solution of these equati~ns has

physical significance and it represents the temperature fluctuations in the gas cell as a

function of position and time.

After applying proper boundary conditions for temperature and heat flow

continuity, and by neglecting the convective heat flow, the period temperature

fluctuations at the sample-gas interface can be obtained as

where

b= kbab

ka '
a=(l+i)a (6)

The periodic thermal waves, which are rapidly attenuating, damp completely

as it travels a distance equal to 21rj.Lg • Thus the gas column within this distance

expands and contracts periodically so that it acts as an acoustic piston for the
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remaining gas in the PA cell. Assuming that the rest of the gas responds adiabatically

to the action of acoustic piston, the adiabatic gas law can be used to derive an

expression for the complex envelope of the sinusoidal for the pressure variation Q as

(7)

Where y,po and To are the ratio of heat capacities of air, ambient pressure

and temperature respectively. Equation (7) can be used to evaluate the magnitude and

phase of the acoustic pressure wave in the cell due to photoacoustic effect. This

expression takes a simple form in special cases.

1. Optically transparent solids (Ip > I)

Case I(a): Thermally thin solids tu » I;J.1 > 1p)
We can set e-{31 ;:: 1 - PI, et <7/ ;:: 1 and lrl > 1 in equation (7) and we obtain

Q ;:: (1 - i)pl (~Jy
2a g k b

rP-I
with Y = 0 0

2J2Tolg

(8)

(9)

Now the acoustic signal is proportional to pI and varies as I- t
• Moreover,

the signal is now determined by thermal properties of the backing material.

Case 1(b): Thermally thin solids tu > I; J.1 < IfJ )

We can set e -Pi ;:: 1- pI, e ± <71 ;:: (1 ± cri) and Irl < 1 III equation (7) and we

obtain

(10)

The acoustic signal now behaves in the same fashion as in the previous case.
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Case l(c): Thermally thick solids tu < I;j.i «Ip)

We can set e -PI;:: -1 - j3!, e <at ;:: 0 and Irl «1 in equation (7) and we obtain

Q ;:: - i J!L (!:!..-) y
2a g k

Now, only the light absorbed within the first thermal diffusion length

contributes to the signal inspite of the fact that light is being absorbed throughout the

length of the sample. Also since (u < l), the backing material does not have any

contribution to the signal. Interestingly, the signal now varies as 1-1.5 .

2. Optically opaque solids (Ip «!)

Case 2(a): Thermally thin solids tu» li u » Ip)

We can set e -Pi ;:: 0, e ± al ;:: 1 and IrI >> 1 in equation (7) and we obtain

Q ;:: (1 - i) (~) y
2a g k b

Now the signal is independent of f3, which is valid for a perfect

black absorber such as carbon black. The signal will be much stronger compared to

the case 1 (a) and varies as 1-1, but still depends on the properties of backing

material.

Case 2 (b): Thermally thick solids ( J1 < I; j.i> Ip)

We can set e - Pi ;:: 0 , e - at ;:: 0 and Irl > 1 in equation (7) and we obtain

Q;:: (1-i)(E.)y
2a g ~ k
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Equation (13) is analogous to (12), but the thermal properties of backing

material are now replaced with those of the sample. Again the signal is independent

of p and varies as I-I .

Case 2 (c): Thermally thick solids ( jJ. « I; jJ. < Ip)

We can set e- pi ~ 0 , e-0-1 == 0 and Irl < 1in equation (7) and we obtain

Q=-i~(jJ.)y
2a g k

(14)

This is very interesting and important case. Eventhough the solid is optically

opaque, the photoacoustic signal is proportional to fJ as long as pf.l < 1. As in case

1 (c), the signal is independent of the thermal properties of the backing material and

varies as I- u . The R-G theory also predicts the linear dependence of PA signal to

light intensity.

1.7. Photonic Materials

The area of photonics reflects the synergy between optics and electronics and

also shows the tie between optical materials, devices and systems [130-131].

Electronics involves the control of electron-charge flow in vacuum or in matter,

whereas photonics deals with the control of photons in free space or in matter.

However, photonics is replacing electronics due to fast data transmission capability of

photon as well as its other advantages. The development of photonics is

multidirectional. It can be broadly classified into three categories (a) sources such as

lasers, (b) optical functional devices and (c) operational optical components. Now a

days, photonics find applications in all realms of life extending from communication

to medical sciences. However, the effective use and progress of this modem

technology demands a better understanding of the materials used for the fabrication of

photonic devices and components. Hence, a branch of photonics is completely

devoted to the preparation and characterisation of photonic materials.
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Semiconductors, liquid crystals, ceramics etc are the commonly used materials in

photonics industry.

Semiconductors play a vital role in the advancement of photonics as they are

extensively used for the generation, detection and modulation of electromagnetic

radiation as well as in the fabrication of monolithic optoelectronic devices. In the last

decade significant improvements in epitaxial growth techniques resulted in the

fabrication of high quality layered structures such as superlattices and quantum wells.

These layered structures show several novel properties, which are not possible by

conventional materials. The recent development in the fabrication of compound

semiconductors holds promises for achieving visible and ultraviolet semiconductor

lasers useful for optical storage, printing, display devices and many more new

applications [l 32-134].

Ceramics are considered to be a key material for the fabrication of various

electronic and optoelectronic devices. Its applications extend from semiconductor

device fabrication to spacecraft industry. These materials find wide applications in

photonics industry due to their special properties such as tunable electrical properties,

toughness, high temperature tolerance, light weight and excellent resistance to

corrosion and wear. These materials are also used as thermal barrier resistances.

However, the performance of devices made from ceramics is limited greatly by the

thermal behavior of these materials [135-136].

Liquid crystals are another class of materials, which are considered to be

ideal candidates as photonic materials due to their extensive use in display devices as

well as in optical data storage materials. These materials are called smart materials as

the properties of these materials can be altered by changing the external parameters

such as pressure, temperature, pH .and even moisture. In addition to it, liquid crystals

can be switched with very low voltage, which has an enormous impact on display

technology and photonics industry. The optical and thermal behaviour of these liquid

crystals greatly affects the performance of devices based on these materials [137

138].
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1.8. Photothermal deflection studies on semiconductors

In 1979 Boccara et.a/ proposed and demonstrated the usefulness of

photothermal beam deflection (mirage effect) method for monitoring the temperature

gradient field close to a sample surface or within the bulk of a sample [89]. Ever

since, this method is used with much effectiveness in the thermal and optical

characterisation of semiconductors. In 1981 Jackson et.al used this technique for the

investigation of sub gap and band edge optical absorption in Si:H [99]. Penna et.al

measured the optical absorption in single quantum wells using this method in 1985

[139]. Thereafter, it has been used for measurement of parameters of thin films [140

145], passivation effect in amorphous silicon [146], thermal diffusivity of compound

semiconductors [147-148], heterojunctions [149-150] etc. Sheih et.al utilized this

technique for studying the impurity induced disordering in multiple quantum well

structures [151). A large number of investigations using photothermal deflection are

devoted for studying multiple quantum well heterostructures [151-152], quantum dots

[153-154]. In 1991, Zarnmit etal used this technique for investigating the influence of

defects in the absorption spectra of semiinsulating GaAs [155]. A theoretical

investigation of three dimensional photothermal phenomena was put forward by

Cheng J C et.al in 1991[156]. A different version of photothermal deflection

technique called differential photothermal deflection spectroscopy [157], is also used

for the investigation of thermal and optical characterisation of semiconductors. A

modified version of photothermal deflection technique is applied for direct

determination of energy levels and the effective correlation energy of dangling-bond

defects in a Si:H [158-159]. The quantum confinement effect and time dependent

optically induced degradation in CdS and CdSe semiconductor doped glasses were

observed using photothermal deflection technique. The average radius of the

semiconductor microcrystals is also measured using this method [153]. Ambacher

et.al, in 1996, observed the sub-bandgap absorption in Gat'J using this technique

[160]. The bouncing configuration of photothermal deflection technique is also
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effectively used for the evaluation ofthennal properties of compound semiconductors

[161]. Thermal characterisation of semiconductors is carried out using a new

photothermal deflection method by Bertlotti etal in 1997 [147]. It has been reported

that the PTO technique is more than sufficient to measure the optical absorption for a

thickness of few atomic layers and it is an effective method to study nanostructures

[154]. This technique is also used for the absorption studies in GaN/InGaN/GaN

single quantum wells as well as InGaN/GaN heterostructure [162]. Recently this

technique has been utilized for thermal characterisation of layered structures [163] as

well as for the optical characterisation of amorphous silicon based alloys [164].

1.9. Photoacoustic investigation of simultaneous measurement on thermal and

transport properties of semiconductors

The laser induced nondestructive PA technique find wide applicability in the

evaluation of thermal and transport properties of semiconductors. An early

investigation in this regard has been carried out by V A Sabilikov etal [126].

Numerical evaluation of thermal and transport properties of semiconductors are done

by Pinto Neto etal by taking account of the various heat generation mechanisms in

semiconductors [165-166] which is followed by further investigations of influence of

doping on thermal and transport properties in epitaxial layers [167-168]. An

analytical solution of the various heat generation mechanisms in semiconductors is

done by Drarnicanin eta!. in 1995 [169]. The minimal volume open cell

photoacoustic technique along with analytical solution forwarded by Dramicanin et.al

[169] is effectively used for the investigation of thermal and transport properties of

large number of semiconductors such as CdTe, Ge, GaAs, GeSe etc [170-174]. In

1997, Todorovic etal proved that heat transmission configuration is more useful in

evaluating the thermal and transport properties of semiconductors [175]. The

simultaneous measurement of thermal and transport properties of semiconductor thin

films, which is difficult to be evaluated by conventional methods, can be performed

accurately using PA effect [172, 176]. They also studied, both theoretically and
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experimentally, about the influence of thermo elastic and electronic strain on the PA

signal generation in semiconductors. In 1998, E Marin etal, used this technique for

the evaluation of nonradiative recombination time and hence to study the nonradiative

recombination mechanisms in semiconductors [177]. They also used this technique

for the evaluation of surface recombination velocity at the interface. Qingshen etal

carried out studies on the thermal and electronic properties of CdInGaS4 using the

heat transmission configuration technique [178-179]. In recent years, this technique

is also being used for the photoacoustic characterisation of semiconductor pellets, thin

films and also to study the influence of doping on thermal diffusivity value of

semiconductors [55, 176, 180]. PA technique is employed with much effectiveness in

studying the heat diffusion in two layer structures [181]. It has been well established

that, eventhough the pulsed PA technique is more useful for the optical

characterisation of semiconductors, the microphone version of PA technique under

heat transmission configuration is more useful in evaluating its the thermal and

transport properties.

1.10. Photoacoustic studies on ceramics

The versatility of PA technique is well established for the insitu and invivo

measurements of the thermal properties of ceramics. A major part of the work done

on ceramics using PA technique is focused on the thermal characterisation of

ceramics and its correlation with microstructural properties. This technique allows us

to investigate some defects occurring in ceramics such as cracks, subsurface cracks,

and residual stresses etc [11, 15~17, 182-183]. This technique is also being employed

for the evaluation of specific heat, phase transitions etc (184-185] as well as for the

detection of water vapour permeability in Zr0 2-Ti0 2 ceramics (186]. As the

macroscopic thermal properties such as thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity etc

are greatly affected by microstructural variations, these methods can be effectively

utilized for the study of the influence of microstrutural variation arising due to

sintering temperature, incorporation of foreign atom etc. on the macroscopic
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properties. This technique has been used for the measurement of thermal diffusivity

of r alumina and the influence of hydroxyl ion on its thermal diffusivity value [135].

Currently, the measurement of thermal parameters and its correlation with porosity of

ceramics are in progress [187].

1.11. Photoacoustic Studies on conducting polymers

Conducting polymers are the most recent generation of polymers. In 1976,

Alan J Hegger and his eo-workers discovered conducting polymers and observed that

when doped, its electrical conductivity can vary from that of an insulator to that of a

conductor [188-189]. The discovery of this material is particularly interesting

because it created a new field of research on the boundary between chemistry and

condensed matter physics. Eventhough the last two decade have witnessed great

expansion of photoacoustic and photothermal techniques for the nondestructive and

nonintrusive characterisation of thermal, optical and structural properties of different

materials, work related to conducting polymers is limited. Recently, the photothermal

technique has been used for the measurement of thermal parameters of polyaniline

and doped polyaniline [190].

1.12. Photoacoustics and liquid crystals

In recent times considerable efforts have been made on the evaluation

of thermal parameters of liquid crystals in all its phases, as the performance of the

devices based on these materials depends greatly on the thermophysical properties of

materials. Measurement on the static thermophysical quantities is earned out using

the steady state adiabatic or ac calorimetric techniques [191]. In a limited number of

cases, the low resolution steady gradient or transient techniques are employed for the

evaluation of thermophysical properties [192]. However, the discovery of PA effect

and related photothermal techniques have revolutionalised the scenario of thermal

characterization of liquid crystals. Photoacoustie and photothermal techniques have

proven to be capable of high-resolution measurement of the temperature dependence
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of several static and dynamic parameters of liquid crystals, especially across the

region of phase transitions [193-197]. An important advantage of this technique is

that it allow simultaneous determination of the heat capacity and thermal conductivity

of very small liquid crystal samples, given a properly chosen measuring

configuration. The early reports on the application of PA effect for the

characterisation of liquid crystals is mainly focused on the phase transition studies.

The microphone version of PA technique is used to investigate both first order and

second order phase transitions in 8CB liquid crystal [198-199]. In 1989, Jan Thoen

and his eo-workers described a completely automated personal-computer controlled

photoacoustic set up for the thermal characterisation of small liquid crystal samples

[194].

A pulsed PA technique is employed for the investigation of thermal and

optical properties, light absorption and light scattering properties of liquid crystals by

using the excitation/detection configuration [200]. Results of the investigations show

that light scattering can strongly influence the pulsed PA response signal through the

light absorption profile, especially at phase transition, subjected to small changes in

thermal properties, such as the nematic/isotropic phase transitions [201]. However,

the minimal volume open cell photoacoustic technique is explored new applicability

of PA technique for the thermal characterisation of liquid crystals [202]. Recent

reports point to the use of the OPC technique for measuring the thermal effusivity of

transparent liquid crystals as well as optically absorbing liquid crystals with great

effecitveness [203, 204].

1.13. Motivation of the present work

In the present modem world, where photonics replaces electronics, there are

countless devices fabricated using semiconductors. Any further progress in this

domain demands a better understanding of the fundamental properties of materials

used in the microelectronic and optoelectronic industry. Both direct and indirect

bandgap semiconductors find wide applicability in these areas especially for the
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fabrication of semiconductor lasers, detectors, LEOs etc. The electrical and

electrooptical properties of devices based on these materials depend greatly on the

thermal and transport properties of carriers. Recent measurements on heat transport

in semiconductors show that doping can affect heat transport in semiconductors. In

this context, a systematic study of the influence of doping on thermal diffusivity value

of compound semiconductors using the nondestructive and noncontact PTO technique

has great importance. As the plane of cleaveage has extreme importance in the growth

of heterostructures, a study of influence of the plane of cleavage on the propagation

ofphonons bear great practical applications. The point-by-point scanning made use of

in the PTO technique can offer some additional information about these effects on

heat transport and hence thermal diffusivity value. Layered structures are reported to

exhibit different thermal properties as compared to bulk sample [205]. A detailed

investigation of the propagation of phonons in the in plane and cross plane directions

and hence the evaluation of thermal diffusivity value along these directions have been

attempted here [206]. Thus the PTO technique allows us to measure the thermal

anisotropy in the effective thermal parameters of layered structures.

It is well established that the PA technique is an effective tool for the

evaluation of thermal and transport properties of semiconductors [165-175].

However, no systematic studies have been reported on the influence of doping on

these parameters. As the doping can engineer the optical and thermal properties of

semiconductors, detailed investigations of the optical and thermal properties of

intrinsic as well as doped semiconductors have wide practical applications. This also

gives a better insight into the physical processes occurring in semiconductors. In the

present work, we used the phase of PA signal obtained under heat transmission

configuration to evaluate the thermal and transport properties viz., thermal diffusivity,

diffusion coefficient, surface recombination velocity and nonradiative recombination

time of both direct and indirect band gap semiconductors.

Thermal and transport properties of polycrystalline dielectric materials are

directly influenced by its microstructure. In dielectric materials, phonon propagation
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determines the transport of thermal energy. In recent years, porous materials have

attracted much attention due to its enhanced properties as compared to bulk sample.

Pores in the dielectric lattice can act as effective scattering centers for phonons. It is

reported that the sintering temperature can affect the porosity of the ceramic

specimen. Incorporation of foreign atoms also affects the heat transport in ceramics.

In this context, a systematic study on the heat transport and hence the thermal

diffusivity and the study of influence of sintering temperature as well as incorporation

of foreign atoms on the thermal diffusivity value of ceramic alumina will provide a

better understanding of heat transport in porous materials.
r - ---- ""'>,

Conducing:polymers are considered to be the materials of the present century
'.. .--_/

due to its tunable electrical and optical properties. The utility of conducting polymers

in wide variety of applications depends on the unique combination of properties, not

observed much in other class of materials. This fourth generation polymeric

materials can exhibit semiconducting properties and even metallic properties

depending on the ease of charge transport. The doped conjugated conducting

polymers are good conductors for two reasons. Firstly, doping introduces carriers into

their electronic structure. Secondly, the attraction of an electron in one repeat unit to

the nuclei in the neighboring units leads to carrier delocalisation along the polymer

chain and to charge carrier mobility, which is extended into three dimensions through

interchain electron transfer. As the composites can tune the dynamical thermal

properties of the materials, the present evaluation of thermal diffusivity of Camphor

Sulphonic Acid doped polyaniline and its composites with Cobalt Phthalocyanine has

great practical applications.

Eventhough, the applicability of PA technique in liquid crystals are well

established, only in recent years, the open cell photoacoustic technique is employed

for the measurement of thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity [203-204]. The

versatility of PA technique is established by measuring the thermal effusivity of

liquid crystals and polymers. In the present thesis focus is made on the dependence

of different thermal properties such as thermal diffusivity, thermal effusivity, thermal
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conductivity and heat capacity on the composition of the reactants used for the

synthesis of liquid crystal mixtures.

1.14. Conclusion

In conclusion, this operung chapter gives an account of the vanous

photothermal signal generation and the detection schemes with special emphasis on

photothermal deflection technique and photoacoustic technique. A review on the

applicability of these techniques, namely PA and PTO technique, on the class of

materials under investigation is also presented. The motivation of the work presented

in this thesis is also presented.
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Chapter 2

Photothermal deflection studies on heat transport
in InP and GaAs layered structures

Abstract

In this chapter, the necessary theoretical background for the evaluation
of thermal diffusivity using transverse photothermal deflection technique
is described. The thermal diffusivity values are evaluated from the slope
of PTD spectrum with pump-probe offset. Evaluation of thermal
diffusivity of intrinsic InP and InP doped with Sn, S and Fe has been
carried out using transverse photothermal deflection technique. The in
plane and cross plane measurement of thermal diffusivity of double
epitaxial layers of n-type GaAs doped with various concentration of Si
and Be doped p-type GaAs layers grO\¥l1 GaAs substrate have been
studied. The results are interpreted in terms of phonon assisted heat
transfer mechanism and the various scattering processes which are
operative during the propagation of phonons.
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2.1. Introduction

In recent years, thermal wave physics has emerged as an effective research and

analytical tool in all branches of science and technology covering diverse fields such as

medicine, agriculture, photonics etc. [l]. Invention of Photo acoustic (PA) effect and the

subsequent emergence of various photothermal methods have revolutionized the

applicability of thermal waves for the detection and evaluation of material properties and

processes [2]. All the photothermal methods are based on the detection of thermal waves

generated in the specimen after illwnination with a chopped or pulsed optical radiation.

In 1979, Boccara et.al proposed and demonstrated the usefulness of a new photothermal

technique, namely photothermal deflection technique (PTO) for the evaluation of thermal

and optical properties of materials [3]. These authors explained both theoretically and

experimentally, the effectiveness of transverse PTD (mirage effect) in monitoring the

temperature field gradient close to a sample surface or within the bulk of the specimen.

Thereafter, many theoretical and experimental developments on the applicability of this

method have been reported [4-7]. The PTD technique is essentially based on the

detection of refractive index gradient associated with the temperature gradient generated

in the sample following an optical excitation. The physical mechanism behind the PTD

signal generation and the various configurations of PTO technique are already explained

in chapter I. The thermal waves generated as a results of absorption of chopped pump

beam heats up the sample periodically. The temperature gradient thus generated produces

refractive index gradient in both sample as well as in the coupling medium. A low power

laser beam (probe beam) propagating through this varying refractive index gets deflected

from its normal path. The amount of deflection, which can be measured using a position

sensitive quadrant detector, is determined by the thennophysical parameters of the

material under investigation. An outline of the theoretical background of PTO technique

is given in the following section of this chapter.
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~..... ... ........
r ump beam

Sur-fal'(>temperature
profile

Transverse
orr~('1

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the passage of probe beam passing through

a refractive index profile and the resulting normal a nd transverse

components of P'I'D signal

2.2. Th eoretical background: Mirage Effect

Figure I depicts the diagrammatic representation of PTD technique. The beam

parameters of a guassian beam propagating through an inhomogeneous medium can be

deduced from the analysis given by Casperson [8]. The propagation of light beam

through a spatially varying index of refraction is governed by the equation [9}
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(I)

(3)

where rois the perpendicular displacement of the probe beam from its original direction,

no is the uniform index of refraction, and V.Ln(r, t) is the gradient of index of refraction

perpendicular to the ray path. The above relation can be integrated over ray path:

dr0 = _1 fV J. n(r, t )<is (2)
ds no path

where s is the optical path length. Since the deviation IS small, one can get the

expression for the deflection e(t) as

dro =e(t) =_1~ fV.LT(r,t}ds
ds no aT path

where V.L T(r, t) is the temperature gradient perpendicular to the ray path. The

deflection e(t) can be resolved into two components Bn and B
1

, which are respectively,

the deflections normal and parallel to the sample surface and are given by

and

e = _1 dn jaT! dx
n no dT -co az

1 dn J. aT!e ;:;::--- sma-dx
I no dT Or

(4)

(5)

In the one-dimensional heat flow model, which is usually employed in the

photoacoustic effect, is found to be inadequate to evaluate the temperature field in the

sample and in the surrounding fluid during a PTD experiment. In order to get a complete

solution for the temperature field in the sample and in the coupling medium and three

dimensional analysis is needed. Consider an experimental configuration as shown in
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figure 2. In this case, thermal conduction in both the solid as well as in the coupling

fluid has to be taken into account which results in a complicated model when compared

to photoacousric effect.

Backin (b) Sample (s) Fluid (I)

•
- (/ +/,) - / o z

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the experimental geometry used in the

3-D model .

It may be assumed that the homogeneous sample is the only absorbing medium

whereas the coupling fluid and backing material are transparent. It is also assumed that

the sample extend infinitely in the radial direction. with the irradiated area usually being

limited and small compared to the radial size of the specimen under investigation. The

heat diffus ionequations in the three regions are

a'TJ 1 aTJ a'TJ 1 aTJar' +;& +7 =DJ fu for O$ z$ /, (6)

a'T, 1er, a'T, 1 er, A( ) ~ (1 j"')-::-;-+--_- + ,,-' = D - -- - r ,1 e +e for - /$ :$ 0 (7)
or r or v.::: sot
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e't; 1 st, e'r, 1 et,
--+--+--=--
8z2 r or az2 Db at

for - (I +1J -5. z -5. -I (8)

Here, the suffixes f , sand b stands for fluid, sample and backing material respectively.

D is the thermal diffusivity and a is the optical absorption coefficient of the specimen at

the incident wavelength.

After introducing appropriate boundary conditions and making use of Henkel

transform, one can arrive at the expressions for the modulated temperature field in the

three regions as

<:L)

Tj(r,z,t)= fTs (,,1)exp(- Pjz)exp(jcot)Jo{,,1JM,,1 (9)
o

t, (r, z,t) = fW(A )exp (Pb (z + l)+ jwt)J0 (Ar )AdA (10)
o

0)

r, (r, z, t)::: nU (It )exp (;3sz)+ V (IL )exp (;3 sZ)- E(IL )exp (az)]
o

where

x exp(jevt )Jo(Ar )MA (11)

(12)

(13)
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fJ? = It? + JOY
r D.

I

(14)

with

t, (A) =: -E(A)+ U(A)+ V(A)

W(2) = -E(2)exp(- at) +U(A)exp(- j3s1)+ V(2)exp(j3))

U(.<) = [(1- gXb-r)exp(-al)+ (g + rXI +b)exp(.B,l)] ~~~~

v(.<) ~ [(I + gXb - r)exp(- all+ (g + rXI-b)exp(- p,l)]~~~~

g = 13 f k f . b = 13bkb and r = .!!...-
f3sks ' fisks f3s

H(;") = (1 + gX1 +b)exp(ft))- (1- gX1- b)exp(- 13))

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

In photothermal deflection technique, measurements are carried out using a probe

beam propagating through a transparent fluid in contact with the sample surface. The

temperature field along the probe beam path is a function of both the surface temperature

and the distance between the probe beam and the sample surface.

The complex temperature of the sample surface can be obtained as

T (0 )= jE(A{-(1 +bX1-r)exr{p))+(1-bX1 +r)exA:-13))-2(r-b)exr(-aI)]
s ,t 1 (1+gX1+b)exr{p))-(1-gXl-b)ex~-f3))

x J 0 (AT )MA. exp(jax) (21)

In the above expression, terms in the bracket describes the thermal response of

the three media namely, the sample, backing and the coupling fluid. If the sample under

investigation is thermally thick, the surface temperature of the sample can be evaluated

easily by replacing the expression in the bracket by
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(22)

and for thermally thin sample, the term in the bracket becomes

(r - bX1- exp(- al))+ o)(rb -1)
(b+ g) (23)

Based on the expression (21), many researchers have carried out photothermal

deflection measurements on thermal and optical properties of solids [10-13]. Thermal

diffusivity is one of the most important thermophysical parameter that is studied

extensively using this technique. Salzar et.al analysed the various experimental and

theoretical conditions and arrived at certain expressions which describes a linear

relationship of PTO signal phase with various parameters such as pump-probe offset,
------_.,. ':?"

height of the pump beam above the sample surface etc [10]. Forra-; b = z = 0 i where a,
~~._- --'-"- -,. -

b and z ~J!t_~.P~~p_-.~~~_~p~t_~_~2:.~t..P~9bl::~be~.m _?pqt size and the probe-beam height

above the sample surface, there exists a linear relationship between the phase of the PTO

signal and pump-probe offset. Slope of the plot connecting the phase of the PTO signal

and the pump-probe offset is given by

(24)

where as is the thermal diffusivity value of the sample under investigation. All

the measurements presented on this chapter are based on the above expression. The

importance and popularity of PTD technique lies in the fact that it can probe surfaces

irrespective of the size of the sample [14J. Furthermore, the signal amplitude is

proportional to absorbance, specimens of ultra low absorption can be studied using this

technique.
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2.3. Heat conduction in semiconductors

In general, the electrical conductivity of a material is determined by the

movement of free charge carriers in the specimen, whereas, thermal conductivity is

determined by the movement of both the carriers and phonons. Thus the thermal

conductivity arising out of the temperature gradient existing within the specimen IS

determined by the contribution from electrons with electronic thermal conductivity (ke )

and from phonons giving lattice thermal conductivity (k PIr) The total thermal

conductivity (k) of any specimen thus must be expressed as

(25)

However, the relative contributions of these components differ from metal to

dielectrics. In the case of metals, ke »kph whereas for dielectrics k ph »ke • In the

case of semiconductors, electronic contribution to therriial conductivity depends strongly

on the composition as well as on the temperature [15]. In addition to the heat transport

mechanism described above, the photoexcited carriers also contributed to the transport of

thermal energy in semiconductors. In a semiconductor which is excited by an optical

energy greater than bandgap energy, the heat is generated mainly due to three processes

viz., thermalisation, nonradiative bulk recombination and nonradiative surface

recombination [16-17] Deexcitation of electrons from the excited level to the bottom of

the conduction band results in the liberation of thermal energy to lattice and this process

is known as thermalisation. This phonon assisted intraband transition is very fast and

takes place in time scale of picoseconds. The nonradiative recombination of electrons

and holes within the bulk and surface of the specimen also results in the generation of

thermal energy. The interband transitions in semiconductors are called nonradiative bulk

recombination, which take place within the bulk of the semiconductor specimen while the

surface recombination, takes place at the surface of the specimen. The nonradiative
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band-to-band transition recombination rate is essentially determined by the minority

carrier concentration and the rate is proportional to photoexcited carrier concentration in

semiconductors. The bulk recombination rate is mainly determined by the carrier

concentration and the scattering processes occurring during the propagation of these

carriers. Surfaces and interfaces of the semiconductors contain large number impurities

to which they are exposed to during the growth of the material. In addition to this,

surfaces and interfaces contain large number of dangling bonds due to the abrupt

termination of the crystal. These impurities can act as recombination centers for

photoexcited carriers. Thus the surface recombination rate depends greatly on the growth

mechanism of the semiconductors. However, in modulated photothermal experiments the

thermalisation component dominates in the photothermal signal generation, especially in

the low chopping frequency range. The effect of bulk and surface recombination

processes are visible only at much higher frequencies.

2.4. Importance of thermal diffusivity

As is well known, there are three common mechanisms for transferring heat from

one place to another. The first is radiation, in which heat is transferred by electromagnetic

waves. The second is convection, where heat is transferred directly by the flow of a hot

(or cold) fluid thermal carrier. The third is conduction, in which heat, in the form of

random microscopic motions of atoms and molecules in a gas, or by electrons and

phonons in a solid (carriers), is transferred from one location to another in a material by

the random movement and collision between these carriers [18]. The rate of heat

conduction in a solid material is determined by several material parameters as well as by

the temperature difference in the material. The heat flow inhomogeneous solid is

governed by the Fourier's law [19-21]
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aQ =-kA aT
at ox (26)

(27)

The above equation (Fourier equation) implies that the quantity of heat

dQ conducted in the x direction of a uniform solid material in a time interval dt is equal

to the product of conducting area A normal to the flow path, the thermal conductivity k

and the temperature gradient dT along this path.
dx

The thermal diffusivity comes into picture during the derivation of a transient

temperature field in a conducting material from Fourier equation. For a homogenous

material with no internal heat sources, the thermal diffusion is given by Carslaw and

Jaeger as

V 2T(r,t) =! 8T(r,t)
a at

where a is the thermal diffusivity of the material which conducts heat. Thermal

diffusivity is an important thermophysical parameter, which measures the ability of the

specimen of the material to absorb heat on a transient basis, and hence it is extremely

important in time dependent heat diffusion conditions. Thermal diffusivity essentially

determines the temperature distribution in systems where a heat flow occurs. Thermal

diffusivity value is usually expressed in ern' s". The inverse of thermal diffusivity is a

measure of the time required to heat a conducting material to a specific temperature. For

specimens having same thickness, heating is determined by the thermal diffusivity value.

Obviously, thermal diffusivity is an important parameter from device fabrication point of

view. Very recently, Fournier etal correlated thermal diffusivity with hardness of the

specimen, which has tremendous impact on the industry.
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2.5. III-V Semiconductors and Layered Structures

The majority of research activities related to optoelectronics are mainly focused

on the characterisation and application of compound semiconductors and other photonic

materials. Compound semiconductors are considered to be the most suitable material for

the fabrication of semiconductor laser, LEDs, solar cells, detectors etc due to certain

characteristics such as direct band, tunability in thermal, electronic and optical properties

[22-24]. Eventhough most of the Ill-V semiconductors have zincblende structure, an

interesting and useful feature of these materials is the ability to vary the mixture of

elements on each of the two interpenetrating fee sublattices of the zincblende structure.

The ternary compounds such as AlGaAs and its alloys such as AlxGa[.xAs and other

quaternary compounds can be made from these materials which are found to exhibit

different electronic and optical properties [25]. The advancement in different epitaxial

techniques such as Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE), Vapor Phase Epitaxy (VPE), Molecular

Beam Epitaxy (MBE), Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) etc have

revolutionalised the growth and applications of these materials. Layered structures and

heterostructures, which show many novel properties, are being fabricated using these

techniques. In the present chapter, studies have been performed on compound

semiconductor wafers, which are grown using LPE methods and layered GaAs structures

grownusing MBE method.

PART A

2.6 Photothermal deflection studies on intrinsic and doped InP.

2.6.1. Introduction

Thermal management ill photonic devices is a major problem, which has

attracted much attention in recent times, especially in the materials used for the

fabrication of optoelectronic and thermoelectronic devices [26]. The IlI-V
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semiconductors in general and InP in particular are prominent candidates which meet the

requirements of photonics industry. Compound semiconductors have gained wide

popularity in recent times due to their potential for higher speed of operation as compared

to silicon semiconductors in electronics applications. Compound semiconductors also

play a major role in the modern wireless communication systems and information

technology. Optoelectronics technology has taken advantage of ternary and quartenary

III-V semiconductors to generate the optical wavelengths and to device a variety of novel

structures. These ternary and quartenary versions allow the bandgap tuning so that

material can be tailored for a particular optical wavelength. In contrast to single

component elemental semiconductors (for which the positioning of each atom on lattice

site is not relevant), Ill-V semiconductors require good control of stoichiometry (i.e., the

ration of two atomic species) during the crystal growth. However, the performance and

reliability of devices based on these semiconductors depend greatly on their thermal

parameters. InP is an important Ill-V semiconductor of technological importance in solid

state devices such as lasers, LEDs and solar cells. The subsequent sections given here

focus on the evaluation of intrinsic InP as well as InP doped with Sn, S and Fe.

2.6.2. Experimental

A dual beam PTD technique has been employed here for the measurement of

thermal diffusivity of samples under investigation. A schematic view of the

experimental setup used for the present investigation is shown in figure 3. Optical

radiation at 488 nm having a guassian profile with a diameter of 1.2mm, from argon ion

laser (Liconix 5000) is used as the pump-beam. The pump-laser beam is mechanically

chopped (Stanford Research Systems SR 540) and focused using a convex lens of focal

length 20cm before it E"~on the samples. All the measurements are carried out at a

laser power of 50 mW with a stability of ±0.5% and pump beam spot size at the sample
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' '-.

surface o!.!-QQ.Jmt~)The incident radiation is chopped at 15Hz so that WT « I where T
,

is the recombination time of photoexcited carriers. Under such experimental conditions,

only pure thermal wave component dominates in the heat transport mechanism. All the

specimens under investigation are opaque at the incident wavelength and the sample is

placed at the bonom of a quartz cuvette having dimensions IOmm x IOmm )( 40mm.

containing Cct,

Argon Jon laser

He -Ne l.aser

= l ,
!
T

Q

C - Choppe r
M - Mirror
L

"
Lz- lenses

Q - Quartz Cuvette
QD - Quad rant Detecto r

Converter

Figure 3. Schematical view of the dual beam photothermal deflection

setup
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The choice of CCI4 as a coupling medium in most of the photothermal

experiments is due to its Iow values of thermal conductivity, k =0.099Wm-'K-' ,

specific heat capacity, C = 0 85.Jg-'K-'p' , and thermal diffusivity,

a = 7.31 x 104 cm2s- J [27-28]. Another important parameter, which favors CCl4 as a

coupling medium in photothermal studies is its high rate of change of refractive index

. dn 4 2-1
WIth temperature, - =: 6.12 xl 0 cm s . The probe laser beam used for the present

dT

studies is He-Ne laser (Uniphase) at 633 nm and baying a power of ImW. The probe

laser beam has a guassian profile with a spot size at700;;;; and is focused to a spot size
(- -.. -~ ---'-.,J

of\90um. using a convex lens of radius 8cm at the interaction region ofpump and probe.
I "'. - .

- The probe beam is arranged such that it just skims along the sample surface, and it

propagates along the y direction, which is orthogonal to the direction of propagation of

pump beam (z axis). A position sensitive quadrant detector is used to measure the

deflection of the probe beam. The output of the quadrant detector, is converted into

electric signal using an I to V converter, and is fed to a dual phase lock-in amplifier

(Stanford Research Systems SR 830). The entire experimental set up is laid out on a

vibration-isolated table to protect the system from ambient vibrations. In the present

arrangement, the distance between the probe and the sample surface is kept as small as

possible so as to get a nondiffracted beam (from the sample edge) at the detector head.

The samples used for the present studies are intrinsic InP and InP doped with Sn,

Sand Fe. The intrinsic InP has a carrier concentration 10J8cm·3. InP doped with Sn and S

have a doping concentration of 1018 cm') where as InP doped with Fe have a doping

concentration of 1017 ern". Measurements are done on the doped samples cleaved along

(Ill) plane as well as (100) plane and the intrinsic sample is cleaved along the (111)

plane. All the samples have thickness - 350 pm and they are grown by LPE method.

~
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2.6.3. Results and Discussions

As explained earlier, various configurations of PTD technique are applicable for

the thermal characterisation of solids. Among these, the skimming PTD technique is the

simplest and the most popular approach for the thermal characterisation of materials. The

unique advantage of taking the PTD signal as a function of pump-probe offset is that it

allows point by point scanning over the sample surface. In order to achieve this

experimental configuration, the probe beam, quadrant detector and the sample are firmly

fixed at a particular position and the pump beam irradiation site is varied from one side of

the probe-beam to the other side. Typical variations of the PTD signal phase as a

function of pump-probe offset for intrinsic InP cleaved along (Ill) plane are shown in

figure 4. Figure 4(a) represent the variation of PTD phase against pump-probe offset on

the left side of the point of excitation where as figure 4 (b) represent the same on the right

side of point of excitation. In the present study, only the lateral component of phase of

PTD signal is taken into account as the semiconductor wafers have isotropic thermal

properties along in-plane and the cross plane direction. The thermal diffusivity value of

intrinsic InP is evaluated using the slope of these plots, the average value of which is

measured as 0.438 ±0.003 and it agrees well with the earlier reported thermal diffusivity

value. Figures 5 to 10 shows the variation of phase of PTD signal as a function of pump

probe offset for the doped samples. In all these cases, figures labeled as (a) represent the

variationof the PTD phase as a function ofpump-probe offset on the left side of the point---_.-...,----_.-. -. - ~._,

of excitation and figures labeled as (b) represent the v~Ji~!9_I!_~!!_~~_~_&l?:ts~de of the

pump beam.
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Fig.d.a) Variation of PTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for intrinsic

InP cleaved along (111) plane. Here probe is on the left side of the pump.
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Fig. 4.b) Variation ofPTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for intrinsic

InP cleaved along (111) plane. Here probe is on the right side ofthe pump.
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Fig. 5.a) Variation ofPTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for InP doped

with S cleaved along (111) plane. Here probe is on the left side ofthe pump.
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Fig. 5,b) Variation of PTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for InP doped

with S cleaved along (Ill) plane. Here probe is on the right side of the pump.
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Fig. 6.a) Variation ofPTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for InP doped

with S cleaved along (100) plane. Here probe is on the left side of the pump.
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Fig. 6.b) Variation ofPTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for InP doped

with S cleaved along (100) plane. Here probe is on the right side ofthe pump.
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• InP doped with Sn (1111
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Fig. 7.a) Variation ofPTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for InP doped

with Sn cleaved along (111) plane. Here probe is on the left side of the pump.
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Fig. 7.b) Variation ofPTD phase with pump-probe offset for InP doped with

Sn cleaved along (Ill) plane. Here probe is on the right side of the pump.
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Fig. 8.a) Variation ofPTD signal phase with pump·probe offset for InP doped

with Sn cleaved along (100) plane. Here probe is on the left side of the pump.
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Fig. B.b) Variation ofPTD phase with pump probe offset for InP doped with

Sn Sn cleaved along (lOO) plane. Here probe is on the right side of the pump.
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• InP doped with Fe (111)
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Fig. 9.aJ Variation ofPTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for InP doped

with Fe cleaved along (111) plane. Here probe is on the left side of the pump.
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Fig. 9.b) Variation ofPTD phase with pump-probe offset for InP doped with

Fe cleaved along (111) plane. Here probe is on the right side of the pump.
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Fig. 1O.a) Variation ofPTD phase with pumpprobe offset for InP doped with

Fe cleaved along (100) plane. Here probe is on the left side of the pump.
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Fig. 10.b) Variation ofPTD signal with pump-probe offset for InP doped with

Fe cleaved along (100) plane. Here probe is on the right side of the pump
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The thermal diffusivity values of all the specimens are evaluated using the same

procedure. The measured thermal diffusivity values of intrinsic as well as doped samples

are given in table I

Sample Plane of cleavage Doping Thermal

concentration (cm") diffusivity

(ern's")
\j

InP III - 0.438 ± 0.003

InP: S III 101~ 0.403 ± 0.004

InP: S 100 101~ 0.394 ± 0.003

InP: Sn III 1018 0.389 ± 0.003

InP: Sn 100 10-rr 0.382 ±0.002

InP: Fe III 1017 0.379 ± 0.003

InP: Fe lOO 1011 0.360 ±0.004

-_._)

Table I. Thermal diffusivity of intrinsic and doped InP
---~

It is seen from the table that all the doped samples have lower thermal diffusivity

value in comparison with that of the intrinsic specimen. It can be understood in terms of

phonon assisted heat transfer mechanism in semiconductors. In the case of

semicondutors, heat is essentially carried away by both electrons and phonons. However,

for semiconductors having carrier concentration less than 102°cm-3, the contribution from

electrons to thermal conductivity is negligibly small in comparison with that from

phonons (J{Ph =tj) [29]. It means that f~r carrier concentration less than 102°cm-3.

the thermal energy transport in semiconductors is almost similar to that of dielectrics. In
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the case of steady state photothermal experiments such as photothermal deflection effect,

the detected signal depends on the thermal parameters (thermal diffusivity and thermal

conductivity) of each quasi particle as well as on the distribution of momentum and

energy among them (which are generated through the nonradiative deexcitations in the

specimen) [30]. The electron gas is heated by surface and volume heat sources while the

phonon gas is heated by surface sources. In the present investigation, all the specimens

are opaque at the optical excitation wavelength and for the experimental frequency used

here, thermal diffusion is the major process in heat transport. However, the transport of

thermal energy is limited by various scattering processes suffered by phonons during its

propagation through lattice. Phonon scattering is the key source that limits the

performance of both electronic and optoelectronic devices. In the present studies, the

incorporation of a dopant introduces more scattering centers in the host lattice, which

effectively increases the scattering centers for phonons and consequently results in the

reduction of phanon mean free path. It is well known that the lattice thermal conductivity

1
is directly proportional to the phonon mean free path through the relation k ph =- C v vi

3

where C; is the thermal capacity per unit volume, v is the sound velocity and I is the

phonon mean free path [15]. As the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity are

directly related through the relation a =ypc' the reduction in thermal conductivity due

to the reduction in phonon mean free path results in the reduction of thermal diffusivity

values of the doped samples [31]. It is also reported [25] that lattice thermal conductivity

k is governed by lattice thermal resistivity (W) through the relationk =~ = AT-n
,

where n is a constant at a particular temperature and A is a parameter which decreases

with increase in doping concentration. The lattice thermal conductivity (thermal

diffusivity) is essentially determined by the interaction of phonons and the scattering of
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phonons with lattice. In addition to it, phonon-phonon scattering is the key source of

scattering mechanism in semiconductors and is more important than electron-phonon

interaction, especially at room temperature. All these processes together result in the

reduction of phonon mean free path with doping which give a reduced thermal diffusivity

value for doped samples as observed in the present measurements.

It is also seen from the table that the InP doped with Sn and S have higher

thermal diffusivity value as compared to Fe doped semi insulating InP. The deep level

impurities (which usually are metals), are deliberately incorporated into the compound

semiconductors to alter the device characteristics. Addition of controlled amount of deep

level impurities results in the reduction of switching time of bipolar devices. These deep

level impurities create midgap energy levels, which can act as recombination centers

when there are excess carriers in the semiconductor and as generation centers when the

carrier concentration is below its equilibrium value as in the reverse-biased space charge

region of p-n junctions or MOS capacitors [32]. Thus in effect, these rnidgap energy

levels results in large relaxation around them and act as effective scattering centers for

phonons. As noted above this increase in scattering centers reduces phonon mean free

path and gives a reduced value for thermal diffusivity in Fe doped semi insulating InP.

Among the InP doped with Sn and S, S doped InP shows a higher value for thermal

diffusivity presumably due to the smaller size of dopant. Larger size of dopant results in

larger variation in potential well and hence more effective scattering for phonons and

consequently yields a lower value for thermal diffusivity [33].

From the table it is also obvious that the thermal diffusivity values of doped

specimens cleaved in different planes are different. The plane of cleavage of compound

semiconductors has great importance, especially in the fabrication of heterostructures.

The difference in thermal diffusivity of the specimens cleaved along different planes can

be understood in terms of variation in bond density with the plane of cleavage and
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phonon assisted heat transport in semiconductors. In the case of InP, the sample cleaved

along (Ill) plane has the average distance between the cation and anion as d whereas the

samples cleaved along the (100) plane have a cation-anion distance of 7../3 [25]. Thus

the bond density is high for the specimens cleaved in the (IOO) plane as compared to the

samples cleaved in the (Ill) plane. In all the samples where the phonons are the major

carriers of heat transport, the dynamical part of phonon temperature depends only on the

characteristic features of phonons. As the bond density increases, the average phonon

density also increases. The corresponding thermal diffusivity value ex =Ypc from

phonons also decreases. It has already been reported that, the average distance between

the scattering centers essentially determines the resultant thermal diffusivity value of

doped semiconductors. Besides that, the decrease in cation-anion distances effectively

reduces the phonon mean free path and consequently thermal diffusivity value. The

phonon relaxation time also increases with decrease in bond density resulting III a

reduced value for thermal diffusivity for the specimens cleaved along the (100) plane.

Such a variation in thermal diffusivity as a function of interparticle distances with doping

has already been reported in the case compound semiconductors such as Bi2Se3 crystals,

CdTe crystals [34-35]. The present studies have great importance both from device

fabrication point of view as well from the growth of epitaxial layers. The plane of

cleavage plays an important role on the lattice matching condition

2.6.4. Conclusion

This part of the present chapter deals with the measurements on the thermal

diffusivity values of intrinsic and doped samples of compound semiconductor InP

cleaved along different planes. From the analysis of data it is seen that the doping can

influence the thermal diffusivity value through the scattering process of phonons. It is
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also seen from the analysis that the semi insulating Fe doped InP have lower thermal

diffusivity value as compared to Sn and S doped InP which in turn indicates that mid gap

energy levels can influence the heat transport and hence thermal diffusivity value.

Analysis of the data shows that thermal diffusivity value is sensitive to the direction of

heat flow in semiconductor wafers. The present investigation Clearly shows that in the

case of semiconductors, which have carrier concentration less than 1020 cm'), the heat

transport and hence thermal diffusivity value greatly depends on the propagation of

phonons through the lattice. The inter particle distance is found to play a crucial role in

the phonon distribution and hence the mean free path.

PARTB

2.7. PTD investigation of anisotropic heat transport through layered structures.

2.7.1. Introduction

During the last decade, the fabrication and usage of layered materials have

considerably increased in a variety of applications such as the utilization of

semiconductor heterostructures and especially the double heterostructures, including

quantum wells, quantum wires and quantum dots in electronics. Superlattices,

anisotropic materials, different polymers and biological objects have required keen

attention in modem science and technology (26]. Thermal characterisation of layered

semiconductor structures has been a subject of great interest due to its anisotropy and its

wide applicability in microelectronic and optoelectronic industry (13]. A number of

recent review articles highlight the fact that the thermal conductivity and diffusivity of

thin layers differ considerably from that of the corresponding bulk specimen [36-40].

This is due to the difference in microstructures such as grain size, amorphous nature and

concentration of foreign atoms and defects, which strongly affect the scattering process

of thermal carriers. In the case of layered structures, the interface thermal resistance and
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scattering of heat carriers at the boundary also contribute to the reduction in thermal

conductivity and thermal diffusivity. Besides that, thin layers of the specimen with same

nominal composition as that of the bulk sample are reported to exhibit anisotropy and

inhomogeneity. The effective thermal properties of layered structures are essentially

determined by the properties of individual layers and the thickness of each layer. As the

doping along with layer thickness can influence the thermal and transport properties of

semiconductors in a substantial manner [41-42], a detailed study of anisotropic heat

transport and hence the thermal diffusivity value of layered structures has great physical

and practical significance.

2.7.2. Experimental

The experimental setup used for the present investigation is the same as that

explained in the earlier part of the thesis with a difference that modulation frequency used

in the present case is 10Hz. The samples used for the present study are n-type and p-type

GaAs thin films grown upon semi-insulating GaAs substrates were used as samples in the

investigation. The thin films are grown by the molecular beam epitaxial method

(courtesy: Applied Physics Department, Technical University of Eindhoven, Eindhoven,

The Netherlands). All the samples contained two epitaxial layers. A schematic of the

sample structure with specific doping concentration are given in figure 11. For

convenience we have labeled the samples arbitrarily as 1, 2, 3, and 4.The excitation

photon energy used in the present case, viz., 2.54 eV, is much greater than the band gap

energy of GaAs (1.43 eV) and the entire incident radiation is absorbed at the surface of

the epitaxial layer itself. Consequently, all the specimens are considered to be opaque at

the incident wavelength.
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Figure 11. GaAs double epitaxial Iayers grown on GaAs substrate

The strength of mirage effect lies in the fact that, the two

components (the tangential and normal components) of overall deflection of the

probe beam depend essentially on the heat diffusion along the in plane and cross

plane direction of specimen under investigation . Thus this technique is an

e ffective tool to investigate the anisotropy in thermophysica l properties of the

specimen (43]. Eventhough , the mirage effect is well established for the thermal

and optical characterisation for the materials. it is only recently that a group of

researchers from Nat ional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). USA

have utilized this technique for the invest igat ion of the anisotrop ic thermal

properties of multilayers such as AlfTi (44]. The present work also follows the

similar procedure , in which the phase of component of the deflection of probe

beam in both tange ntial and normal direction is measured as a function of pump

probe offset. From the slope of phase of PTD signal as function of pump-probe

offset , the tangential and normal compo nent of thermal d iffusivity values are

evaluated.
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2.7.3. Results and Discussions

Figure 12.a shows the variation in transverse component of phase of PTD signal

as a function of pump-probe offset for the sample 1 whereas figure 12.b shows the

variationof normal component for the same.
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Fig.12.a) Variation of PTD phase with pump-probe offset for sample 1 in the

transverse direction and the probe is on the right side of the pump beam.
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Fig. 12.b) Variation ofPTD signal phase with pump-probe offset for sample 1

in the normal direction. Here the probe is on the right side of the pump beam.
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Figures 13 to 15 show the respective normal and tangential component for samples 2, 3

and 4 respectively
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Fig. 13.a) Variation ofPTD phase with pump-probe offset for sample 2 in the

tangential direction. Here the probe is on the right side of the pump beam
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Fig. 13.b) Variation ofPTD phase with pump-probe offset for sample 2 in the

normal direction. Here the probe beam is on the right side of the pump beam
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Fig. 14.a) Variation ofPTD phase with pump-probe offset for sample 2 in the

tangential direction. Here the probe is on the right side of the pump beam.
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Fig. 14.b)Variation ofPTD phase with pumpprobe offset for sample 3 in the

normal direction. Here the probe is on the right side of the pump beam.
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Fig. 15.a) Variation ofPTD phase with pump-probe offset for sample 4 in the

tangential direction. Here the probe is on the right side of the pump beam.
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Fig. 15.b) Variation ofPTD phase with pump-probe offset for sample 4 in the

normal direction. Here the probe is on the right side of the pump beam.
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The thermal diffusivity values evaluated from the slope of the plot of phase of PTO

signalversus ofpump-probe offset for all the specimens are tabulated in table Il

Sample (please see the section Thermal diffusivity (ern's")

2.7.2 for description of samples) In plane Cross plane

1 0.142 ±0.0006 0.113 ± 0.0004

2 0.155 ± 0.0004 0.122 ± 0.0005

3 0.172 ±0.0004 0.135 ± 0.0005

4 0.130 ±0.0003 0.105 ±0.0004

Table Il. The in-plane and cross plane values of thermal diffusivity of different GaAs

specimens under investigation.

It has been found that the magnitude of the thermal diffusivity value here

is less than the value reported earlier for bulk GaAs [45-46]. The thermal diffusivity

values measured along the in plane and the cross plane direction for all the specimens

under investigation are shown in Table Il, from which it is seen that the thermal

diffusivity of samples vary with concentration of dopant and i!.Js even sensitive to the

~ture ,of dopant. In the case of semiconductors, thermal energy is essentially carried

away by electrons and phonons [47]. However, in the case of semiconductors with low

or normal density of carriers, at all temperatures well below their melting point, heat

conduction process is primarily due to phonons [48]. Thermal conductivity and hence

thermal diffusivity are determined by the phonon mean free path, which in turn depends

on phonon velocity and the relaxation time [2]. The propagation of phonons through the

lattice suffers various scattering mechanisms such as phonon-phonon scattering, phonon

electron scattering and scattering of phonons by the crystal boundaries and defects. In
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the case of semiconductors, at room temperature, the scattering of phonons is caused by

the anharrnonicity in the interatomic potential energy function. The electron-phonon

scattering obviously depends on the carrier concentration and is important only at very

high carrier density. In the present investigation, substrates of all the specimens are

semiinsulating in nature so that the contribution from carriers is negligibly small.

However, phonon scattering from crystal imperfections, point defects and impurities can

be major contributing factors in determining the effective the thermal conductivity

(thermal diffusivity) value. In the case of semiconductors, it is the propagation of

acoustic phonons that is more effective in determining the thermal parameters as

compared to the optical phonons [49].

The detected photothermal signal from a semiconductor is not solely dependent

upon how heat is carried away by each quasiparticle system in the semiconductor and its

thermal parameters (electron and phonon thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity)

but also on how energy and momentum are distributed between them i.e., the detected

signal depends greatly on various scattering processes suffered by the heat carriers [47].

However, in the case of layered semiconductors the reduction in their effective thermal

parameters [50] depends mainly on (a) the doping effect (b) the interface effect and (c)

the quantum size effect. In the present investigation, the epitaxiallayers have a thickness

much greater than the mean free path of phonons in GaAs (- 10-20 A) so that quantum

confinement has negligible influence in our investigations. Hence the phonon spectrum in

each layer can be represented by its bulk form [49]. Since the epitaxiallayer thickness is

greater than the phonon mean free path, the normal and Umklapp scattering rates are

identical to those for the bulk specimen [51]. The normal scattering processes are

significant for longitudinal and low frequency transverse phonons, whereas Umklapp

scattering is the dominating phenomena for high frequency transverse phonons. At room

temperature, the high frequency transverse phonons are the effective carriers of heat [52].
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In addition to these scattering mechanisms, phonons also suffer scattering from impurities

present in the epitaxially grown layers, which in turn reduces the phonon mean free path,

and hence the phonon group velocity. The reduction in phonon mean free path or phonon

group velocity results in reduction of the lattice thermal conductivity [k :::: Cv-)j' , where

C is the volumetric specific heat, v is the phonon group velocity and A is the phonon

mean free path] and hence the effective thermal diffusivity value. It has already been

reported that lattice thermal conductivity k is governed by lattice thermal resistivity (W)

through the relation k ::::~ ::;: AT-n (where n is a constant at a particular temperature

and A is a parameter which decreases with increase in doping concentration) and it

decreases with increase in doping concentration [25]. It is interesting to point out here

that the thermal diffusivity value of p-type specimen is small as compared to n-type

specimen. This is due to the fact that scattering rate of phonons due to impurities is

proportional to the square of the mass difference between gallium and the dopant atom.

In Be:GaAs, beryllium is much lighter than silicon, the mass difference between silicon

and gallium is less in comparison to the mass difference between the beryllium and

gallium. Thus the phonons in Be doped p-type specimen suffer large scattering rate and

thus results in a reduced value for thermal diffusivity for the sample.

The interface effects also play a significant role in the reduction of thermal

diffusivity of layered structures as compared to bulk specimen. As the thickness of

epitaxial layers are relatively larger than the phonon mean free path, interface scattering

cannot be either completely diffusive or specular in nature [53]. Specular interface

scattering depends on the mismatch in acoustic impedance and phonon group velocity

between the two layers. If the roughness of the interface is comparable to the wavelength

of phonon, diffuse scattering at the interface will dominate in the interface scattering
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mechanism. In the present case the layers are doped with impurities and they are grown

by molecular beam epitaxial method so that interface scattering is both diffusive and

specular in nature. A small increase in diffuse scattering due to increase in dangling

bonds at the interface caused by the variation in doping levels can affect the thermal

diffusivity value in a substantial manner [49]. When interface roughness is of the order of

the phonon mean free path, it can act as an effective diffusive interface scattering center

for phonons which results in the reduction of thermal diffusivity value [49]. The inelastic

scattering caused by the anharmonic interatomic force due to doping and the phonon

mode conversion at the interface can also results in the diffuse scattering mechanism.

This thermal barrier resistance (TBR) due to interface roughness results in the reduction

of thermal diffusivity value. However, the effect of interface roughness is relatively

small as compared to the doping effects. In addition to these scattering mechanisms,

dislocations in the epitaxially grown layers result in internal scattering which in turn

causes a reduction in thermal diffusivity. In order to predict the exact contribution from

each factor to the reduction in thermal diffusivity value, a more detailed investigation and

theoretical modeling based on the propagation of various longitudinal and transverse

acoustic phonons and its reflection and transmission at the interface, is needed.

Nevertheless, the present measurement shows that the effective thermal diffusivity values

in the in-plane and cross-plane show a considerable decrease as compared to the bulk

specimen.

It is seen from the measurements that the thermal diffusivity values of the

specimens under investigation follow a logarithmic dependence with doping

concentration. It is reported [54] earlier that the phonon scattering rate is given by the

expression A tU4 , where tU is the phonon angular frequency. A is a constant related to the
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doping concentration and IS given by A = nV
2
3(t:.M)2, where n is the dopant

471vs M

concentration, V is the volume of the host atom, Us is the average phonon group velocity,

M is the atomic mass of the host atom and b.M is the difference between the host and

impurity atom. The above relation suggests a linear decrease in thermal diffusivity value

with doping concentration. However, the experimentally observed logarithmic

dependence could be due to the combined effect of both doping concentration and the

thickness of the epitaxiallayers. An increase in the thermal conductivity value of layers

with specimens having thickness of the order of few JDn range has already been reported

[49]. Our analysis of the results also leads to the same conclusion as sample 3 has a

relatively larger thermal diffusivity value as compared to other samples. It can be

attributed to the increase in spectral phonon heat capacity as well as to the reduction in

total relaxation time with size [55]. As mentioned earlier, at 300K only the high

frequency transverse phonons are the effective carriers ofheat. The net effect of increase

in phonon heat capacity is the reduction of the amount of heat carried away by each

phonon. The typical relaxation time of the Umklapp process at 300K is about lO,9s,

corresponding to a relaxation length of the order of micron. This indicates that even in

the specimens having thickness of the order ofpm , as in the present investigation, size of

the epitaxiallayer has pronounced effect on the effective thermal diffusivity value.

The cross plane thermal diffusivity is less as compared to in-plane thermal

diffusivity value. The phonons propagating parallel to the film have a greater phonon

mean free path as compared to those in perpendicular direction, resulting in a larger

thermal diffusivity value in the parallel direction [52]. In general, the measured thermal

resistance of the film in the cross plane consists of two parts viz., thermal resistance

within the film and the thermal boundary resistance at the interface [50]. The interface
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and boundary scattering have larger effect on the mean free path of phonons propagating

perpendicular to the point of excitation [49-50]. This is due to the temperature jump

experienced by the phonons at the interface [50]. However, in the in-plane direction local

thermal equilibrium is established over a length scale much smaller than the length of the

specimen in that direction. The anisotropy in thermal properties of freestanding thin films

have already been reported [52]. As the interface contains large number of dangling

bonds it acts as effective scattering centers for phonons, which in turn results in reduced

value for thermal diffusivity value along the perpendicular direction as compared to

parallel direction. Thus physical anisotropy of the epitaxial layers results in the

anisotropy of the measured effective thermal diffusivity value of all the samples under

investigation [56].

2.7.4. Conclusion

This section of the present chapter the measurements of anisotropic thermal

diffusivity on GaAs double epitaxiallayers have been explained in detail. It is seen that

the layered structures show a substantial reduction in effective thermal diffusivity value

as compared to those reported earlier in bulk specimen. The in-plane thermal diffusivity

is found to be larger as compared to its cross-plane value. Analysis of results shows that

the nature of the dopant as well as the doping concentration has a pronounced effect on

the propagation of thermal waves and hence on the thermal diffusivity value. The present

study also suggests that in the case of layered structures, the mean free path ofphonons in

tangential direction is relatively large in comparison to the mean free path in the

perpendicular direction. This can be ascribed to additional scattering of phonons in the

normal direction due to the interface and thermal boundary resistance of the epitaxial

layers.
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Chapter 3

Photoacoustic studies on transport properties of

semiconductors

Abstract

In this chapter, results obtained from the photoacoustic studies on
transport properties viz., thermal diffusivity, diffusion coefficient,
surface recombination velocity and nonradiative recombination time
of both direct and indirect bandgap semiconductors are described.
The present chapter consists of three sections namely part A, part B
and part C. In the part A, measurements made on thermal and
transport properties of direct bandgap materials such as InP, GaAs
and InSb are presented. The second part deals with the study of
influence of nature of dopant on these transport properties in Si

whereas latter part of this chapter describes the influence of doping

concentration on thermal and transport properties of GaAs epitaxial
layers.
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3.1. Introduction

The last 25 years have witnessed the emergence of photoacoustic (PA)

technique and related photothermal methods as extremely sensitive and effective

techniques for the evaluation of thermal, transport and optical properties of matter in

all its different states [1]. Depending on the specimen and the parameters to be

measured, different versions of PA technique are being employed [2]. The

microphone version of PA technique has gained wide popularity due to its simplicity

and its capability for the simultaneous measurement of thermal and transport

properties [3-7]. Semiconductors are the one class of photonic materials, where the

versatility of PA technique to measure thermal and transport properties in a

nondestructive way, can find very good practical appication [8-12]. This has extreme

importance as the electrical and electrooptical properties of devices fabricated using

these materials depend greatly on such transport properties.

Of the different configurations of the microphone version of PA technique,

the one with the heat transmission configuration, which is the basis of minimal

volume of Open Photoacoustic Cell (OPC), is the well accepted and widely used.

Simultaneous measurements of thermal and transport properties of semiconductors

and thin films can be carried out using this technique with good accuracy [13-15].

This technique also provides knowledge on the various material parameters of

semiconductors, which are not easy to measure using conventional techniques. As

the PA signal is produced by thermal waves that propagate through the specimen, the

m~asured PA signal gives a clear picture about the microstructural variations arising

due to doping [16]. The importance and practical significance of compound

semiconductors and epitaxial layers for the photonics device fabrication are already

mentioned in earlier chapters.

Eventhough, Si is a well-studied material, it is only very recently that a

significant enhancement in internal quantum efficiency of pure Si was observed, and

this is a major breakthrough in the field of microelectronics and optoelectronics [17].

In this context, a study of the measurement of thermal and transport properties via
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thermal diffusivity, diffusion coefficient, surface recombination velocity and

nonradiative recombination time of some compound semiconductors such as InP,

GaAs and InSb, intrinsic and doped Si have great physical and practical significance.

The same can be said of the GaAs epitaxiallayers also.

3.2. PA signal generation in semiconductors

According to the thermal piston model of Rosencwaig and Gersho [18],

modified by Pinto Neto etal for the evaluation of thermal and transport properties of

semiconductors [19-20], the pressure fluctuations in the open PA cell due to the

temperature fluctuations at the sample surface is given by

8P = (1)

where Po (To) is the ambient pressure (temperature), 19 is the length of the gas

chamber, CI, ~ (1+ j)ag , where -, ~ (~Jy,= (xJ with I'g as the

thermal diffusion length in the gas of thermal diffusivity a g , and 0 is the sample

temperature fluctuation at the sample-gas interface (x=O). Also ca > 2Jlj where

f is the modulation frequency of the incident laser radiation. In the remaining

section we consider the PA cell geometry for the beat transmission configuration

shown scbematically in figure 1. The temperature fluctuation 0 can be obtained from

the solution ofthennal diffusion equation given by

-. 2
OX

1 et
----
as at

Q(X,t)

k s

(2)

where a.(kJ is the sample thermal diffusivity (conductivity), and Q(x,t) is the heat

power density generated in the sample due to the absorption of intensity modulated

laser radiation. In semiconductors, if the incident energy is greater than the band gap
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of the semiconductor, then thermal power density Q(x,t) mainly arises due to three

different processes.

(1) Thermalisation component, which anses due to fast nonradiative intraband

transition in the conduction band of semiconductors. This occurs mainly due to the

electron phonon interaction, which happens typically in the time scale of pieoseconds.

Hence this process can be assumed as an instantaneous process compared with the

modulation frequencies usually used in the photoacoustic experiment. The heat

power density due to this process is denoted by

Qn = fJ(E;EJtr!'(X+l'l<l'" (3)

where 13 is the optical absorption coefficient for photons having energy E, incident at

x =-Is with an intensity 10 (W/cm2
) .

(2) The second component is due to the recombination of the photoexcited carriers in

the bulk of the material after they travel a finite distance (Dr)'x, where D is the

carrier diffusion coefficient, and r is the recombination time. The heat power density

due to nonradiative bulk recombination is given by

EgQNRR = -n(x,t)
r

(4)

where n(x,t) is the density of the photoexcited carriers.

(3) The nonradiative recombination of the photoexcited carriers at the surface of the

material also contributes to the total heat power density and it is given by

QSR :::: E g [v £5 (X) + v0 £5 (X + l.)]n (x, t) (5)

where Vo is the carrier recombination velocity at the heating surface and v is the

surface recombination velocity at the sample-gas interface at x=O.
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x =1g x=O x =-1s

Figure 1. PA cell geometry for the heat transmission configuration.

From the above analysis, it is obvious that the solution to equation (2)

depends on the density of photoexcited carriers which obeys the carrier diffusion

equation, namely,

an =D
a2n

_!!...+fJ1o e(x+I')eJOJI-vn(x t)J(x)-v n(-l t)5(x+!) (6)at ax 2 r h v '0 s' s

For completely opaque samples, at the incident wavelength, it can be

assumed that all the incident radiation is absorbed at the x = -Is surface so that we

fl'T p(x+11 ) ( )
can replace 'loe in the equations (3) and (6) by 10 x + is . Since the

thermal conductivity of surrounding air is very small, we neglect the diffusion of heat

into the surrounding gas. Then the solution for the coupled equation (2) and (6), leads

to the expression for pressure fluctuations for the thermally thick sample as

(7)
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where a , =(1 + /)0" a, =(~,r~=()j;J where 1", is the thermal diffusion

(
1+ jOJ'f)~

length of the sample, r == Ds: is the earner diffusion coefficient,

(8)

The frequency range used in the present experiments satisfies the condition that

OJr «1 so that F, r, ro becomes real constants independent of modulation

frequency. It is reported by Pinto Neto etal [19] that the OPC signal for a

semiconductor sample in the thermally thick region is essentially determined by the

nonradiative recombination processes. Thus the expression for the pressure

fluctuation in the experimental frequency range for which art «1 is given by

st» _ 2ifoPo F [1 ~]
or - 2 2 +

TJgksDr!'ag as - r as

and the phase of the OPC signal is given by

(9)

(l0)

where (11)

By taking thermal diffusivity, diffusion coefficient, surface recombination velocity

and relaxation time as adjustable parameters, the variable part of the equation (11) is

fitted to the experimentally obtained phase angle versus frequency curve. The phase
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of the photoacoustic signal is used for the evaluation of thermal and transport

properties of semiconductors because the phase of the PA signal is a relative quantity

so that no normalization procedure is required [21].

3.3. Importance of thermal and transport properties

The importance and physical significance of a transient thermophysical

parameter, namely thermal diffusivity, have already been explained in the previous

chapter. Diffusion coefficient is an important parameter for the semiconductors and

at a particular temperature; the value of diffusion coefficient is essentially determined

by the mobility of carriers [22]. The magnitude of diffusion coefficient depends on

the impurity concentration and also on the nature of impurity. The value of diffusion

coefficient along with the recombination time essentially determines the distance

traveled by the photoexcited carriers before they recombine. Various scattering

processes arising due to introduction of a dopant can affect the mean free path and the

recombination time and hence the value of diffusion coefficient.

The surface recombination velocity of photoexcited carriers has a significant

impact on the performance of devices used in electronic and optoelectronic industry.

The surface recombination velocity has a profound effect on the spectral response of

semiconductors, especially at high photon energies. Characterisation of the surface

recombination velocity of semiconductors is of great importance for successful

development of minority carrier devices such as heterojunction bipolar transistors,

light emitting diodes, semiconductor laser and solar cells. In fact, the surface

recombination velocity may strongly affect the "effective lifetime of minority

carriers", which controls the principal electrical and electro-optical parameters of

such devices. In addition, a possibility to distinguish between the surface and the

bulk contribution, which detemine the effective lifetime of carriers is essential to

optirnize surface passivation procedures and epitaxial growth and re-growth

conditions, during the fabrication of semiconductor devices.
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The nonradiative recombination time is an important parameter, which

determines the quantum efficiency of the semiconductor devices. In the case of

indirect bandgap semiconductors such as Si, it is the nonradiative recombination

mechanism that dominates, whereas in the case of direct bandgap semiconductors

such as GaAs, InP etc, the dominating mechanism is the radiative recombination

[23]. In addition to radiative recombination processes, the nonradiative

recombination can take place mainly through two processes viz., SchokJey Read Hall

(SRH) recombination and multiphonon recombination mechanism or Auger

recombination mechanism. In SRH mechanism electron-hole recombination takes

place through the deep level impurities and this recombination mechanism is

characterized by impurity density and its energy level in the bandgap as well as the

capture cross section of electrons and holes. The energy liberated due to this event is

dissipated by lattice vibrations or phonons. Another recombination mechanism which

is dominant especially in intrinsic semiconductors is Auger recombination and the

auger lifetime is inversely proportional to the carrier density. The energy released

during this process is absorbed by another carrier.

3.4. Experimental Setup

Optical radiation from an argon ion laser at 2.54eV (Liconix 5300) is used as

the source of excitation, which is intensity modulated using a mechanical chopper

(Stanford Research Systems SR 540) before it reaches the sample. Detection of the

PA signal in the cavity is made using a sensitive e1ectret microphone (Knowles BT

1754). Details of the PA cell are explained in the following part. The cell has a flat

response in the frequency range from3.Q_~~4.Qg2_.t.Iz. The phase and amplitude of the

PA cell is measured using a dual phase digital lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research

Systems SR 830).
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Argon Ion Laser
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Figure 2. Expe rimental Setup used for the present investigation.

The cross sectional view of the homemade OPC is given in figure 3. OPC is

fabricated on an acrylic (perspex) disc of thickness Lcm and a diameter of 5.5 cm.

The acoustic chamber is made by drilling a bore of diameter 3 mm. along the

thickness direction. at the center of the disc. One end of this cylindrical hole is closed

with an optical quality glass disc of thickness 1.4 mm and the other end is left open.

Another fine bore of diameter 1.5 mm pierced at the middle of the chamber and

perpendicular to it serves as the acoustic coupler between the chamber and the

microphone. At a d istance of 8 mm from the main chamber. the microphone is firmly

glued to the orifice of the side tube. Shielded wires are used to take the electrical

connections directly from the microphone. Entire system is then fixed inside a

cylindrical hollow block of aluminium. Another identical acrylic disc with a 3 mm

hole at the center serves as the top end of the cell and the sample under investigation

is kept between the two to ensure airtight seal of the air chamber by the sample.
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Figure 3. Cross-sectional view of Open Pho toacoustic Cell.

PART -A

3.5. Photoacoust ic investigati on on some intrins ic compound

semiconductors

3.5.1. Introduction

The concept of waves is an integral part of our sc ientific culture and has

nourished phys icists. pure and appl ied alike, for centuries. The di ffusion waves are a

class of waves which lack wavefronts. cannot be beained and do not travel far, yet
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they form the basis of several new and revolutionary measurement technologies [24].

The thermal waves generated in the specimen after illumination with a chopped

optical radiation is a particular class of diffusion with equal real and imaginary parts.

The importance of equal real and imaginary parts of the wavenumber lies in the fact

that it can be generated at all the frequencies [24]. However, depending on the

method of excitation, the thermal waves generated in a specimen have different

nature. For example, the thermal waves generated from a specimen due to the

excitation with a focused beam are spherical in nature whereas plane thermal waves

are generated due to the irradiation with a collimated optical radiation [25]. The

major difference between thermal waves and the electromagnetic waves is that

electromagnetic waves satisfy a hyperbolic equation, which is second order derivative

in time whereas thermal waves satisfies a parabolic equation which satisfies a first

order differential equation in time [26-27]. A variety of experimental techniques have

exploited these thermal waves to measure the properties of materials.

This section of the present chapter deals with the simultaneous measurement

of thermal and transport properties of some compound semiconductors, namely InP,

GaAs and InSb using the simple and elegant open cell photoacoustic technique that

utilizes the thermal waves generated in the sample. The experimental set up is same

as that explained in the previous section. In all the measurements the phase of the PA

signal is used for the simultaneous evaluation of thermal and transport properties

because unlike the amplitude, phase is insensitive to beam intensity and it depends

only on the surface temperature [28].

3.5.2. Results and Discussions

Figure 4, 5 and 6 shows the variation of the phase of PA signal as a function

of modulation frequency obtained under heat transmission configuration. The

continuous line represents the best theoretical fit to the equation (11). The fitting

program follows essentially the least square method and the fitting procedure is done

using MATLAB. The fitting procedure analysis resulted in the following accuracy of
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the fitted parameters: thermal diffusivity ± 2%, diffusion coefficient ± 5%,

nonradiative recombination time ± 3% and surface recombination velocity ± 8%.

The values obtained for the best fitting parameters are given in table 1. Such a

simultaneous evaluation of thermal and transport properties of doped semiconductors

using the phase of PA signal has already been reported [8-12]. However, the recent

studies show that all these parameters are sensitive to doping concentration as well as

to the nature of dopant. Hence the evaluation of thermal and transport properties of

intrinsic samples has great physical and practical significance.

- theoretical fit
• experimental-22
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Figure 4. PA phase angle for intrinsic InP versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit of the data using equation (11)
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Figure 5. PA phase angle for intrinsic GaAs versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit of the data fitting to equation (11)
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Figure 6. PA phase angle for intrinsic InSb versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit of the data fitting to equation (11)

Sample Thermal Diffusion Surface Nonradiative
diffusivity coefficient recombination recombination
(cms') (ern's") velocity (erns") time (IlS)

InP 0.44 hl!>-{ ~ 4.6 435 22.0
GaAs 0.26 7.4 456 3.0
InSb 0.16 22.0 498 0.7

Table 1. Thermal and transport properties of compound semiconductors
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As mentioned earlier, thermal diffusivity is an important thermophysical

parameter and doping can affect the value of thermal diffusivity in a substantial

manner. The measured thermal diffusivity values agree well with the earlier reported

values of these compound semiconductors. Diffusion coefficient is an important

thermophysical parameter for the semiconductors, and at a particular temperature, the

value of diffusion coefficient is essentially determined by the mobility of carriers.

Recent investigations show that the diffusion coefficient of semiconductors is

sensitive to doping due to its mobility dependence [23]. The diffusion coefficient and

mobility are related through Einstein's relationD = j..ikB
T

, where f.land e are the
e

mobility and charge of the photoexcited carriers at a particular temperature T and

kB is the Boltzmann constant. The importance of the measurement of the diffusion

coefficient of semiconductors using PA.. technique is that, PA signal generation

depends on the nonradiative recombination of photoexcited carriers and hence the

mobility of minority carrirs. The diffusion coefficient measured using the present

technique gives the mobility of holes, which is, hard to measure using conventional

methods. The values of mobility evaluated, viz., 177 cm2N-s for InP, 286 cm2N-s

for GaAs and 850 cm2N-s for InSb, using the measured values of diffusion

coefficient agree well with the earlier reported [29] mobilities of holes in the

respective samples (::;; 200 cm2N-s for Inl', s 400 cm2N-s for GaAs cm2N-s and ::;;

850 cm2N-s for InSb). Thus the present study shows that PA technique is an

effective tool for the indirect measurement of mobility of minority carriers.

Surface recombination velocity has great significance in the fabrication of

optoelectronic devices and the value of it depends on the growth technique employed

for manufacturing of semiconductor wafer as well as on the quality of wafer. In

general, surface contains large number of recombination centers due to the abrupt

stop in the growth process. The present measurements are carried out on the rear

surface recombination velocity, which have much significance when a semiconductor

wafer is exposed to optical radiation as in many practical situations. The values of
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surface recombination velocity depicted in table I give a clear picture of surface

recombination velocity of these intrinsic samples grown using Liquid Phase Epitaxial

technique.

The applicability of compound semiconductors for the fabrication of optical

sources used in optoelectronic industry is mainly due to the larger value of quantum

efficiency. As these materials have direct bandgap, radiative transition dominates

over the phonon assisted nonradiative recombination mechanism that results in higher

value of quantum efficiency. The nonradiative lifetime (Tnr )ofthese semiconductors

are related to total lifetime (TT) of the carriers through its relation with radiative

1'.. ' () d i . b 1 1 1itenme t , ,an IS given y ~=-+-,
TT t , t;

In the case of undoped samples,

auger recombination dominates over the impurity assisted SRH recombination

mechanism. The nonradiative recombination time and carrier concentration are

related through the expression rnr = Xni ' where C is the auger coefficient and

n I is the carrier concentration [29J. The auger coefficient are - 0.9 x 10 -30 cm 6s -I for

mP, - 1O-30cm6s-lfor GaAs and - 5xlO-26cm6s-1for InSb and the values of

carrier concentration are 1017cm·3 for Inf', I018cm·3 for GaAs and IOl6cm,3 for InSb,
r)

respectively, The 'calculated value for nonradiative recombination time of the

samples agrees well with the measured value given in table 1. The present

investigation shows that in the case of intrinsic samples auger recombination is the

dominating nonradiative recombination mechanism in semiconductors.

3.5.3. Conclusion

In conclusion, the effectiveness of PA technique for the measurement of

thermal and transport properties of semiconductors is demonstrated. It is seen that the

PA technique under heat transmission configuration is an indirect tool for the

measurement of mobility of minority carriers. It is seen from the analysis that in the
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case of intrinsic samples, auger recombination is the dominating nonradiative

recombination mechanism as compared to deep level assisted SRH recombination

mechanism.

PART-B

3.6. Photoacoustic studies on intrinsic and doped Si

3.6.1. Introduction

Silicon is a key material that is used many microelectronic and

microelectromechanical (MEMS) devices. In recent times, fabrication and

characterisation of porous silicon has attracted much attention due to its enhanced

photoluminescence property and its wide applications in the industry and even as a

biomedical material [30]. Very recently, a study on the enhancement in internal

quantum efficiency of pure crystalline silicon has been reported, which may

revolutionalise the applications of silicon especially in the field of optoelectronics

[17]. The conventional methods used for thermal analysis suffer from two problems

such as need for relatively large size of the specimen and lenghty experimental

procedures[31]. However, using the laser induced PA technique, the measurements

can be carried out on a relatively shorter duration and on specimens having smaller

size. Eventhough, a large number of studies have been reported on applications of PA

technique for the measurement of thermal and transport properties of doped

semiconductors, a systematic study of influence of nature of dopant on the thermal

and transport properties of Silicon using PA technique under heat transmission

configuration is yet to be reported.

The experimental technique and procedure is the same as that described in the

earlier sections. The samples used for the present analysis are intrinsic Si and Si

doped with Band P. Intrinsic Si has a carrier concentration of 1018cm'3, whereas

doped samples have a doping concentration of lOl8cm'3.
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3.6.2. Results and Discussions

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the variation of PA signal phase under heat

transmission configuration as a function of modulation frequency for intrinsic Si and

Si doped with Band P, respectively. The fitting procedure and errors involved in the

analysis are the same as that mentioned earlier, in this chapter. The values obtained

for the samples are given in table Il.
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Figure 7. PA phase angle for intrinsic Si versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit ofthe data 0 equation (11)
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Figure 8. PA phase angle for B doped Si versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit of the data to equation (11)
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Figure 9. PA phase angle for P doped Si versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit of data to equation (11)

Sample Thermal Diffusion Surface Nonradiative

diffusivity coefficient recombination recombination

(ern's") (cms") velocity (ems") time (us)

Si 0.88 11.6 489 8.0

Si: B 0.81 10.6 632 0.9

Si: P 0.84 10.1 526 2.0

Table II. Thermal and transport properties of intrinsic and doped Si

As explained earlier, the thermal energy in semiconductors having carrier

concentration less than l02°cm·3 is essentially carried away by phonons. The various

scattering mechanisms occurring during the propagation of phonon can affect the

phonon mean free path in a substantial manner and can result in the reduction of

phonon mean free path. The reduction in phonon mean free path results in the

, reduction of lattice thermal conductivity (thermal diffusivity). This phonon scattering
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phenomena is a key source that limits the performance of many electronic and

optoelectronic devices. The present investigation shows that doped samples have a

reduced value for thermal diffusivity in comparison with intrinsic specimen, as a

result of additional scattering centers arising due to doping, as noticed in the

compound semiconductors (previous chapter). Nevertheless it is interesting to point

out here that p-type sample shows a much reduced value for thermal diffusivity in

comparison with n-type sample. The impurity scattering rate in the case of doped

samples is proportional to the mass difference between the atom in the host lattice and

the impurity atom [32]. In the present case, the mass difference between B and Si is

greater than that between P and Si. Thus the increased scattering rate in B doped Si as

compared to P doped Si results in a reduced value for thermal diffusivity for a given

doping concentration. In addition to it, in case of p-type specimen, phonons suffer

large scattering from holes having greater effective mass as compared to the electrons

in the n-type sample [33]. Thus the p-type B doped Si shows a much reduced value

for therrnal diffusivity in comparison to P doped n-type Si.

Diffusion coefficient, the value of which is essentially determined by the

mobility of photoexcited carriers is also sensitive to doping and even to the nature of

dopant. Doping can result in the lowering of mobility of carriers and hence the value

of diffusion coefficient. It is also reported that the diffusion coefficient has an inverse

square root relation with effective mass of the photoexcited carriers. It is further seen

from the table that the diffusion coefficient of n-type specimen is less than that of P:

type sample. This owes to the fact that in the case of n-type sample, the minority

carriers are holes, which have low mobility due to its greater effective mass as

compared to electrons in the p-type specimen.

In general, the surface contains large number of recombination centers due to

the presence of dangling bonds at the surface. In addition, the impurities can also act

as recombination centers for the photoexcited carriers. It was reported earlier that the

surface recombination velocity of the semiconductors increases with increase in

doping concentration [34]. It is seen from the table I that the surface recombination
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velocity of doped samples is greater than that of intrinsic one, It can be understood

from the relation v=: (JVlhNS( (where er is the capture cross section for the

photoexcited carriers, v/h is the thermal velocity of the photoexcited carriers, and

N
S

( is the number of trapping centers per unit area) that the surface recombination

velocity is proportional to the density of surface trapping centers. Introduction of

dopant results in the increase in number of trapping centers for photoexcited carriers

and consequent increase in surface recombination velocity, which agrees well with

the present experimental observation. However, for a given doping concentration, the

surface recombination velocity is proportional to the thermal velocity of the

photoexcited carriers and thus it has an inverse relation with the square of effective

mass of photoexcited carriers. In the case of p-type specimen, the minority carriers

are electrons with lower effective mass. Hence the surface recombination velocity of

photoexcited carriers in p-type material is greater than that of n-type material.

The nonradiative recombination lifetime of Si is extremely important, as a

recent investigation shows a considerable increase in the internal quantum efficiency

of pure Si. Unlike compound semiconductors, it is phonon assisted recombination

mechanism that is dominant in the case of Si. The nonradiative recombination time is
\

inversely related to the thermal velocity of the photoexcited carriers as well as to the

number of scattering centers through the expressionrnr = l~r . The/1\ st V/her

introduction of dopant increases the scattering centers in the specimen, which in turn

results in the decrease of nonradiative recombination time as observed in the present

investigation. However, for a given doping concentration, the nonradiative lifetime is

inversely proportional to the thermal velocity of minority carriers. Hence in the case

of n-type specimen, where the minority carriers are holes with lower thermal velocity

due to its greater effective mass, a higher value for nonradiative recombination time

occurs as comparedto p-type specimen as observed in the present measurement.
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3.6.3. Conclusion

The thermal and transport properties of intrinsic Si and Si doped with Band P

has been measured using open cell photoacoustic technique. From the analysis of the

data it is seen that doping can affect the thermal and transport properties viz., thermal

diffusivity, diffusion coefficient, surface recombination velocity and nonradiative

recombination time in a substantial manner. It is also seen that these parameters are

sensitive even to the nature of dopant.

PART-C

3.7. Measurement of transport properties of GaAs epitaxiallayers

3.7.1 Introduction

The perfection of vanous epitaxial growth techniques and composition

dependent tailoring of lattice spacing have changed the scenario of application of

semiconductors in the optoelectronic industry, especially for the fabrication of

semiconductor lasers. In this context, thermal characterisation of semiconductor

nanostructures and layered structures has recently attracted a lot of attention due to

the increase in power dissipation per unit area with reducing the size of active

devices. Also there exists a need to fabricate thermoelectric devices of low thermal

conductivity. These two contrary demands can be approached with appropriate

modification of phonon modes, which is the main concern of phonon engineers. The

versatility of PA technique under heat transmission configuration extends to allow

the simultaneous measurement of thermal and transport properties of epitaxial

semiconductor layers grown on GaAs substrate. Recent investigations show that

doping can affect the surface recombination velocity of epitaxial layers [34].

However, a detailed investigation on the influence of doping concentration on the

thermal and transport properties of epitaxial layers is still in the initial stages.

This part of work is focused on the PA measurements on the epitaxial Iayer of

GaAs doped with different concentration of Si, grown on a GaAs substrate by

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The thermal and transport properties of epitaxial
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layers arc evaluated using the procedure explained in earlier sections. The epitaxial

layers have thickness of 10.25, 3 and 2 um , and the respective carrier concentrations

are 2 x 1014,2
X 1016 and 2 x IOJ8 cm-3.

3.7.2. Results and Discussions

All the measurements made on epitaxial layers are treated under monolayer

approximation. The investigations on the influence of doping concentration on

surface recombination velocity of Ge doped GaAs eptixial layers under monolayer

approximation have already been reported [34]. The difference between two layer

approximation and the monolayer method for photothermal experiments are apparent

only at high frequencies, viz., in the range of hundreds of kilohertz [35]. As the

epitaxial layers are grown using MBE technique, an isothermal contact can be

assumed at the substratellayer interface [36]. The fitting procedure and the errors

involved are the same as explained earlier.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the variation in phase of PA signal as a function

of modulation frequency. It is seen from the figures that there is a minimum in the

phase plot of all the specimens under investigation. Many authors have attributed this

shape of the curve arising from change in heat generation mechanism in

semiconductors from bulk nonradiative recombination to surface recombination of

photoexcited carriers [19-20, 36]. From the present studies, it is seen that the

frequency at which the phase data show a minimum, changes with the concentration

of dopant. This may be due to the increase in recombination centers with increase in

doing concentration, which in turn enhances the heat generation due to bulk

recombination. The values obtained for the specimens are tabulated in table Ill.
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Figure 10. OPC phase angle for sample 1 versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit of the data to equation (I 1)
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Figure 11. OPC phase angle for sample 2 versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit of the data to equation (ll)
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Figure 12. ope phase angle for sample 3 versus modulation frequency.

The solid lines represents the best fit of the data to equation (11)

Sample Number 1 2 3

Thickness of Epitaxiallayer in urn 10.25 3 2

Thickness of Substrate in urn 400 400 400

Concentration of Silicon in ern" 2 x 1014 2 X 1016 2 X 1018
"I

..e. Ni""

Thermal diffusivity in ern's" 0.26 0.23 0.21

Diffusion Coefficient in cm's" 5.2 4.9 4.5

Surface recombination velocity in ems' I 415 476 525

Nonradiative recombination time in Jls 11.2 9.8 7

Table III.Thermal and transport properties of GaAs epitaxiallayers

From table III it is seen that the thermal diffusivity value decreases with

increase in doping concentration. This is because, as explained earlier, introduction
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of dopant can act as point defects in the lattice and creates additional scattering

centers for phonons which in turn reduces the phonon mean free path and hence the

thermal conductivity value. As thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity are

directly related through the relation a :::: ypC' where k is the thermal conductivity,

p is density and C is specific heat capacity, the reduction in thermal conductivity

reduces the thermal diffusivity value with doping concentration. The relation between

lattice thermal conductivity k and lattice thermal resistivity W through the equation

k ::::~ :::: AT-n suggests such a concentration dependent decrease in thermal

conductivity. In the present case i.e, T=300K and A is a parameter which decreases

with increase in doping concentration. The value of n is reported as 1.25 for GaAs

[37].

From the values of diffusion coefficient obtained here, it is seen that it is not

the ambipolar transport but the diffusion coefficient of minority carriers that____ - - ..'".'_0.'- _, ~ _.. .__ , "

essentially determines the PA signal generation. This means that at the incident laser

power, the photo induced carrier population is less than impurity concentration. The

mobility dependence of diffusion coefficient through Einstein's relation explains the

experimentally observed decrease in diffusion coefficient with doping.

Addition of dopants has a strong influence on surface topology. The dopants

results in the deterioration in the transport properties of the photoexcited carriers.

One of the effects of incorporation of dopants is the generation of macrosteps

;' (terraces), and the bunched macrosteps give rise to striation. It was reported earlier

that the surface recombination velocity of the photoexcited carriers increases with

increase in doping concentration of Ge on an epitaxial layer of GaAs [38], which

agrees with the results of the present investigation. It can be understood from the

relation v :::: (Nth N S1 ; that surface recombination velocity is directly proportional to

density of surface trapping centers, The number of trapping centers for photoexcited
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carriers at the surface of epitaxial layer increases with doping, leading to an increase

in surface recombination velocity.

The present measurements suggest that doping can also affect the

nonradiative recombination time of the photoexcited carriers. It is important to point

out that the photoexcited signal is very sensitive to carrier lifetime, so that the proper

choice of this parameter is a significant step in the simulation processes. In the case

of doped semiconductors, especially for GaAs, the nonradiative recombination time

due to both SRH and auger recombination time are of comparable magnitude.

Introduction of dopants results in deep levels in the bandgap of GaAs and enhance

deep level assisted SRH recombination mechanism [39]. (}ne nonradiative

recombination time is inversely related to the thermal velocity of the photoexcited

carriers as well as to the number of scattering centers through the expression

T = 11N . The introduction of dopant increases the scattering centers in the
nr / /'I SI vth er /

specimen, which in turn results in the decrease of nonradiative recombination time as

observed in the present investigation.

3.7.3. Conclusion

This section of the present chapter clearly demonstrates the capability of PA

technique in general and ope detection in particular to study the thermal and

transport properties of photoexcited carriers in layered structures. The influence of

doping concentration on the thermal and transport properties of epitaxial layer of

GaAs doped with Si of various concentrations is investigated using thermal wave

transmission and detection technique. From the analysis of experimental data, it is

obvious that the thermal diffusivity of epitaxial layers decreases with increase in

doping concentration. It is likewise seen that the diffusion coefficient of minority

carriers decreases with increase in doping concentration, which is evidently due to the

reduction in mobility of carriers with doping. Doping also influences the surface

recombination velocity and nonradiative recombination time. The surface
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recombination velocity of the photoexcited carriers increases with increasing doping

concentration, whereas the nonradiative recombination time decreases.
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Chapter 4

Thermal characterisation of porous ceramics and

conducting polymers

Abstract

Thermal characterization of two important classes of photonic

materials is presented in this chapter, which consists of two sections.

The first part deals with the measurements of thermal diffusivity of

nano Ag metal dispersed ceramic Alumina matrix. Analysis of data

shows that the pores in the lattice of the specimen sintered at

different temperature can affect propagation of phonons in the lattice

in a substantial manner and can result in the variation of thermal

diffusivity value. In the second section measurements carried out on

the thermal diffusivity of the conducting polymer namely, Polyaniline

(PANI) doped with Camphor Sulphonic Acid (CSA) is described.

Investigations on the heat transport on the composites of CSA doped

PANI with CoPc are also carried out, details of which are given in this

chapter.
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PART-A

4.1. Thermal characterisation of porous nanometaI dispersed ceramic

alumina matrix

4.1. 1. Introduction

Ceramics are considered to be the one of the most suitable component for the

fabrication of many of the devices used in electronic and optoelectronic industry. The

wide applicability of these materials for the thermal, optical and structural

applications is due to their special properties such as tunable electrical properties,

toughness, high temperature tolerance, light weight and excellent resistance against

corrosion and wear [1-2]. The thermal properties of these ceramics are basically

determined by their composition and structure [3-4]. It is the rate of heat diffusion

that essentially determines the thermal shock resistance of brittle solids such as

ceramics. In the case of ceramics, thermal accumulation causes thermal induced

stresses in the sample, which in turn causes catastrophic failure and deterioration in

ceramic-based devices. The thermal shock resistance of ceramics can be improved by

the incorporation of a nanometal with high thermal conductivity value into the

ceramic matrix.

The functional nanocomposites involving a ceramic matrix and nanosized

particles of transition metals, are known to exhibit multi functional and attractive

properties and are identified as potential candidates for structural [5], mechanical [6],

catalytic [7-8], thermal [9-10], optical [11-12], magnetic [13-14] and electrical [15

18] applications. The mechanism behind such enhanced properties is found to be

closely associated to the grain size distribution, grain morphology, the nature of grain

boundaries and interfaces, the nature of intra-grain defects and interface purity (19].

Particularly, the thermal properties of nanometal dispersed ceramic matrix depend on

porosity and grain size of these particles.

As has been demonstrated in the previous chapters, the laser induced

photoacoustic (PA) and photothermal techniques are most suited for the
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nondestructive and nonintrusive studies of the material parameters and structural

defects of the materials including ceramics [20-21]. Thermal diffusivity is one of the

importantthermophysical parameter, which has been studied effectively using the

simple and elegant PA technique [22J. The dependence of PA signal on how heat

diffuses through the specimen gives an indirect way to investigate the structural

aspects of ceramics through the measurement of thermal diffusivity value. The

importance of thermal diffusivity also lies in the fact that this unique thermophysical

parameter determines the diffusion of heat through the specimen and it can be

correlated with the hardness of the specimen. It has also been reported that local

measurement of thermophysical parameters of the ceramics using photothermal

techniques are an effective tool of measure some of the inherent properties of

ceramics, which are hard to measure using conventional methods. A recent

investigation shows the effectiveness of nondestructive photothermal technique for

profiling the hardness of the material, which has tremendous applications in the

industrial area, especially in the device fabrication [23J. The propagation of phonons

and hence the value of thermal diffusivity are very much influenced by the structural

variations arising due to variation in sintering temperature, incorporation of foreign

atom etc. In the present section of thesis, a study of nanometal Ag dispersed on

ceramic alumina sintered at 800°C and 900°C with various concentration of Ag atom

(0%, I% and 5%) is presented.

4.1.2. Preparation of the sample

The composite precursor was prepared from a mixture of boehmite (AI-O

OH) and silver nitrate. In a typical experiment, 1000 ml of boehrnite (AI-a-OH) sol

was prepared by hydrolyzing 250gm of AI(NOJh9HzO [So D. Fine Chemicals, India]

dissolved in 500ml of double distilled water followed by peptisation using nitric acid.

Details of the method are reported elsewhere [24]. Silver nitrate [Glaxo Laboratories,

India, Purity - 99%] in aqueous solution (5gm in lOOml) is added in different weight

proportions (0%, I% and 5 % with respect to aluminium oxide), to the boehmite sol
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in separate batches and subjected to a mechanical stirring for a period of 4hours. The

sol was first evaporated on a water bath and finally was dried at 90°C. The precursor

gel was further calcined at 450°C for a period of 3hours. The nanocomposite samples

were prepared by uniaxial consolidation to disc pellets of size 10mm diameter and

lmm thickness using a force of 4 tons for two minutes using hydraulic press. Care

was taken to pelletise all the samples at identical experimental conditions. The

pelletised samples are sintered at 800°C and 900°C with a soaking period of 3hours,

to study the influence of sintering temperature on thermal diffusivity. The sintering

temperature was limited due to the fact that the melting point of Ag is -960°C.

The Thermo Gravimetric (TG) studies undertaken by TGA-50H thermal

analyzer (Shimadzu-5OH, Japan) and the Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)

pattern taken confirms the Ag+ion formation. The XRDs of the specimens show that

the samples are semicrystalline in nature. The microstructure of the sample is

analyzed using Transmission Electron Microscopy (JEOL 3000 EX; JAPAN with an

acceleration voltage of 300KV and a resolution of less than 0.2 nm) and it is seen that

Ag particles are almost uniformly dispersed and the particle size in the dispersed

phase ranges from 5 to 20 nm. All these samples are prepared at Ceramic Division of

Regional Research Laboratory, CSIR, Trivandrurn, India. The detailed explanations

of preparation of these specific specimens are found elsewhere [25].

The density of the composite is determined by a water displacement method.

The measured density is divided by a corresponding theoretical density, which gives

the volume fraction or relative density (x) of the specimen. Then the porosity of the

material is given by p =1- x [26]. The values of porosities of specimen under study

are incorporated into tables I. From the table it is obvious that both the sintering

temperature and percentage of foreign atom have great influence on the porosity of

the specimen. The porosity has great effect on determining the thennophysical

parameters of ceramics.
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Sintered Temperature (in QC) Amount of Ag (in %) Porosity

800 0 0.481

1 0.418

5 0.234

900 0 0.450

1 0.410

5 0.216

Table I. Porosity of the samples under investigation

4.1.3. R-G. Theory of thermal diffusivity measurements

According to Rosencwaig and Gersho theory [27] the pressure variation Q at

the front surface of an optically thick sample (l» JP where ~ is the optical

absorption coefficient) depends on the thermal diffusivity of the sample and can be

written as

Q = qe:" = BA (1)

where q = IQI, t/J is the phase shift between Q and the excitation source, and B and

A are given by

B = PoyW).f;l
211T

oKJ;;

and

A - [1 + gt + r)l][ + (d+ + d ' )](1/ \2
- d " -d- g ~ /cyl)
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and g is the ratio between the effusivities of the backing material (e') and the sample

(e)

(5)

In the above expressions I, K and a. are thickness, thermal conductivity and thermal

diffusivity of the specimen, respectively. To and P, are the ambient temperature and

pressure, y is the ratio of specific heats, Wa is the amount of light absorbed and t and

a' are the thickness and thermal diffusivity of the gas. The thermal effusivity of the

gas can be neglected compared to the effusivity of the sample, the ratio being less

than 1%. The term A depends on the modulation frequency through the product

afwhere

(6)

le is the characteristic frequency, which can be obtained from (4) and (6) as

(7)

The thermal diffusivity a can be determined by measuring the amplitude of PA signal

as function of chopping frequency. One of the factors that determines the amplitude

of the PA signal is the thermal diffusion length (J.!) given by

(8)

where f is the chopping frequency. When the sample is thermally thin (~/), the

PA signal gets modified by the thermal properties of the backing material. In the

thermally thick regime the PA signal is independent of the thermal properties of the

backing material. For a given sample thickness, one can have a transition from

thermally thin regime to thermally thick regime by increasing the chopping

frequency, Hence in the log(amplitude) versus log(frequency) plot a slope change
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occurs at the characteristic frequency (fc). Knowing the characteristic frequency and

the sample thickness, we can calculate thermal diffusivity as

a = I}le (9)

4.1.4. Experimental Setup

The source used for the present investigation and the experimental conditions

are the same as that explained in previous chapters. However, the major difference

between the present measurements and the earlier studies is that in the present case,

the reflection configuration is employed so that in the thermally thin region, the

properties of the backing material determines the PA signal generation. The cell is

designed in such a way that the its walls have good acoustic impedance and the cell is

acoustically isolated. The material used for making the cell window, glass, is

'I completely transparent at the incident wavelength, which is important to avoid the

,., --------influence of window in PA signal generation. In order to minimize the PA signal

from the walls due to the absorption of incident radiation, the thermal mass materials

used for the fabrication of PA cell should be quite large. In the present studies,

perspex having large thermal mass is used for the fabrication of cell. The cylindrical

geometry is chosen for the cell cavity with an orifice opening to microphone cavity so

as to avoid the scattered light reaching the microphone. The volume of the acoustic

cavity is so chosen such that it is minimum and the cell is nonresonant under the

present experimental condition. At the same time care also be taken while choosing

the volume of the cell so as to avoid the complete damping of acoustic signal before

reaching the microphone. The microphone used (Knowles BT 1754) has a flat

response over the frequency range between 30-4000 Hz.

4.1.5. Results and Discussion

Initially the experimental setup used for the present investigation is calibrated

by the evaluation of thermal diffusivity of Cu. Figure 1 shows the variation of
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10g(PA amplitude) as a function of log (frequency). By knowing the transition

frequency at which the sample changes from thermally thin to thermally thick region

from the graph, the thermal diffusivity value (1.18 ± 0.003 ern's") is evaluated, which

is found to be in good agreement with earlier reported value [21].

I.

f.

1.& 2.0 2.2 2.4

In (Frequency)
2.6

Figure 1. Variation ofPA amplitude with modulation frequency

Figures 2 to 4 represents variation in amplitude of PA signal as function of

modulation frequency for samples sintered at 800°C and having Ag concentration 0%,

I% and 5% respectively.

2.&.-~~~~~~~--~~~--,

2.'

i.s 1.6 2.0 2.2 2.6

In (Frequency)

Figure 2. Amplitude spectrum of intrinsic alumina sintered at 800ae
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Figure 3. Variation of PA amplitude with modulation frequency of

alumina containing 1% Ag nanometal sintered at 800°C
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Figure 4. Variation ofPA amplitude with modulation frequency of

alumina containing 5% Ag nanometal sintered at 800°C

Figure 5 to 7 represent the PA amplitude spectrum for samples sintered at

900°C having Ag concentratons 0%, 1% and 5 %
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Figure 5. Variation of PA amplitude with modulation frequency of

intrinsic alumina sintered at 9000C
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Figure 6. Variation of PA amplitude with modulation frequency of

alumina containing 1% Ag nanometal sintered at 800°C
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Figure 7. Variation of PA amplitude with modulation frequency of

alumina containing 5% Ag nanometal sintered at 900°C

The measured values of thermal diffusivities and thickness of all the

specimens under investigation are tabulated in table Il,

Sintered Amount Sample Transition Measured Calculated
Tempera of Ag (in thicknes frequency thermal value of
ture (QC) %) s (in (in Hz) diffusivity thermal

Jilrl) (crrr's') diffusivity
(ern's")

800 0 520 90 0.243 ± 0.003 0.240
1 480 120 0.276 ± 0.006 0.280
5 550 120 0.363 ± 0.005 0.362

900 0 530 100 0.280 ± 0.004 0.279
1 630 80 0.316 ± 0.004 0.311
5 560 125 0.392 ± 0.005 0.400

Table n. Thermal diffusivity values of specimen under investigation

It is obvious from table n that, for specimens sintered at a particular

temperature, the thermal diffusivity value increases with Ag concentration. This
...........-.------

variation in thermal diffusivity can be understood in terms of variation in porosity------.-------------_..
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with the inclusion of nanometal and carrier assisted heat transfer mechanism in these

samples. From table I it is also clear that the porosity of the specimen decreases with

increase in concentration of nanometal in the ceramic bulk. This is due to the fact

that the inclusion of metal increases the relative density of the composite resulting in

higher mechanical strength. This fact has wide applicability in the device fabrication

based on these materials. The observed variation in thermal diffusivity with porosity

can be understood by considering the specimen as a two-phase mixture in which

regular shaped particles are embedded in a continuous matrix. The corresponding

thermal conductivity of the specimen is given by the Leob equation

Kc(P) = Ko(l- p) where Ko is the thermal conductivity of the specimen having

•(10)as

zero porosity. Correspondingly, the thermal diffusivity value of the specimen having

porosity 'p' is given by the expression kc(P) =ko f~ =;~ resulting in thermal

diffusivity values, which are independent of porosity. However, all the measurements

on thermal diffusivity under present investigation exhibit a strong dependence on the

porosity of the specimen. In order to incorporate the influence of pores in the

propagation of thermal waves and hence the thermal diffusivity value A. Sanchez

etal. [26] modified the Leob equation for the evaluation of thermal diffusivity value

k (P) - k (1 - JP)
c - 0 (1- p)

where r is an empirical constant which essentially determines the significance of

pores on thermal diffusion processes. The evaluated values of rare 1.472 and 1.450

for the specimens sintered at 800°C and 900°C. The value of r >1 also implies the

fact that the effect of porosity on heat conduction processes is not a mere density

effect (air holes in the bulk volume) but it is also related to the structure of the

material. Thus enhancement in relative density with the inclusion of metal into the

ceramic matrix and consequent lowering of porosity of the specimen result in the

efficient heat transfer in the metal dispersed ceramics, which in turn results in higher
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value for thermal diffusivity. Besides that, in the case of metal dispersed ceramics,

the interconnected metal network provides an efficient way to heat transport

processes across the composite by electrons and therefore enhances the heat diffusion

mechanism. Thus, in the case of metal dispersed ceramic matrix, heat is essentially

carried by both phonons and electrons. Such an increase in thermal diffusivity with

the inclusion of Ag doped Zirconia composites have already been reported [28]. An

increased thermal diffusivity (thermal conductivity) reduces thermal accumulation in

the specimen and a consequent increase in the resistance against thermally induced

fracture enhances the applicability of these materials in the industry.

It is also seen from the tables that the sintering temperature also influences

the thermal diffusivity value. Calcination of the specimen during its preparation

results in the expulsion of organic material, volatile impurities and moisture content

in the sample. The treatment of gel at higher temperature (sintering) substantially

reduces the number of pores in the lattice and enhances the connectivity. This is

obvious from the fact that the relative density increases with sintering temperature

which in turn results in the lowering of porosity with sintering temperature. The

reduction of pores in the lattice reduces the scattering centers for heat carriers and

increases its mean free path. This increase in the mean free path of heat carrier

results in an increased value for thermal diffusivity [29] of the specimens sintered at

higher temperature. An extrapolation of equation (10) yields the thermal diffusivity of

the specimens having zero porosity as 0.240cm2s· 1 and 0.279 crrrs' suggesting that

increase in concentration of nanometal into ceramic host can results composites for

higher thermal diffusivity value. From the present analysis it is obvious that the

porosity decreases with sintering temperature and this suggests that samples of

different thermal diffusivity value can be obtained by changing the sintering

temperature.
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4.1.6. Conclusion

In the present study, we have measured the important thermophysical

parameter namely thermal diffusivity of pure alumina and nano Ag metal dispersed

alumina ceramic matrix prepared by gel route. The present investigation throws light

into the dynamics of heat diffusion process in the two-phase network. The present

study also shows that the heat diffusion processes which is essentially characterized

by the thermal diffusivity value, is sensitive to porosity of the specimen as well as to

the inclusion of foreign atom into the host lattice. Also it can be seen that that

thermal diffusivity value increases with decrease in porosity as well as with increase

in metal content in a ceramic host. .Thesintering temperature has also great influence

on the structural properties and hence on the thermal diffusivity value of the ceramics.

PART-B

4.2. Thermal characterisation of Camphor Sulphonic Acid doped

Polyanilne and its composites with Cobalt Phthalocyanine

4.2.1. Introduction

The discovery of most recent generation of polymers, VIZ., conducting

polymers, and the possibility to dope these polymers to obtain a full range of

materials from insulator to metal have created a new field of research on the border

line between chemistry and condensed matter physics [30]. The invention of this

fourth generation of polymetric materials, offered the promise of achieving a new

class of substances which can exhibit the electrical and optical properties of metal or

semiconductors and while retaining the attractive mechanical properties and

processing advantages of polymers [31-33]. The flexibility in electrical, structural

and optical properties of these polymers can be achieved by various doping

techniques such as chemical doping, electrochemical doping, photodoping, doping by

acid base chemistry etc [30]. The electrochemical doping and related

electrochemistry of conducting polymers have developed into a field of its own with
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applications that range from polymer batteries and elctrochrornic windows to ligh

emitting electrochemical cells. The chemistry and physics of non doped

semiconducting state are of great interest because they provide a route to "plastic

electronic" devices such polymer based light emitting diodes, plastic lasers, plastic

photodiodes, photovoltaic cells, ultrafast image processors (optical computers), thin

film transistors and all-polymer integrated circuits [34-36]. Conducting polymers

also exhibit many novel properties that are not typically available in other materials

such as availability of semiconducting and metallic polymers which are soluble in and

processable from common solvents, availability of transparent conductors, and

semiconductors in which the Fermi energy can be controlled and shifted over a wide

range. Recent experimental studies have established that, for conducting polymers,

the electrical properties and the mechanical properties improve together, in a

correlated manner, as the degree of chain extension and chain alignment is improved

[30]. The research works at the present time on conducting polymers are focused on

the observation of superconductivity in doped conducting polymers [37-38]. The

reason for such an optimistic approach is that they are metallic in nature and the

coupling of the electronic structure to the molecular structure is well known. Upon

doping, the bond lengths change such that charge is stored in solitons, polarons and

bipolarons. Thus, the electron-phonon interaction that is responsible for

superconductivity in conventional metal, leads to important effects in metallic

polymers. In this context, doubly charge bipolarons can be thought of as analogous to

real-space Cooper pairs.

Although the discovery of conducting polymers has been made in 1976, these

materials are processed in metallic form only in early 1990s using polyaniline

(PANI). PANI has been investigated over 100 years and attracted interest as a

conducting polymer for several reasons: the monomer is inexpensive, the

polymerization reaction is straight forward and proceeds with high yield, and PANI

has excellent stability. The highly electrically conducting emeraldine salt (ES) form

can be processed by post doping of a pro tonic acid with emeraldine base (EB) form or
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using acid solution processing routes. In spite of the large number of experimental

and theoretical studies devoted to the characterisation of physical properties of doped

polyaniline, the thermal characteristics of these materials are not given sufficient

attention. However, the thermal characteristics of these materials are extremely

important, especially from the device fabrication point of view. In this section, for

the first time, a study on the measurement of thermal diffusivity of Camphor

Sulphonic Acid (CSA) doped PANI and its composites with Cobalt Pthalocyanine

(CoPe) using open cell photoacoustic technique is presented. As the proper choice of

volume fraction of composites allows the tunability in the thermophysical properties

of materials, the present investigation has great importance in the context of modern

optoelectronic industry.

4.2.2. Preparation of the sample

Polyaniline was prepared by the direct oxidation of aniline using a chemical

oxidant. The monomer aniline and aqueous percholoric acid were kept at 4°C to

which ammonium per sulphate was added drop by drop. The mixture was then

stirred for two hours followed by filtering and then washing with water and methanol.

Subsequently, the polyaniline doped with percholorate was converted to insulating

polyaniline emeraldine base (PANIEB) base using hydrazine hydrate. The PANIEB

is doped with a.Sm CSA in nitrogen atmosphere to produce the emeraldine salt (ES)

form of these specimens and the product is purified and dried in vacuum oven. The

tetramer CoPe was prepared, purified and characterized by solution method. In this

technique, CoPe, pyrometallic diahydride, excess urea, ammonium chloride and

ammonium molybdate were grounded well and heated at 180°C in nitorbenzene

media for 12 hours. The reaction mixture was then cooled, washed with methanol

several times to remove nitrobenzene. The crude product was further boiled with 2N

sodium hydroxide contained sodium chloride and filtered. The residue was acidified

with hydrochloric acid and washed several times and dried finally to obtain

phtbalocyanine tetramer. The composites of these materials were made as follows.
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The powdered PANI doped with CSA was blended with tetrameric CoPe by mixing

them homogenously in agate motor. Blends of CSA doped PANI and tetrameric

CoPe corresponding to the specific volume fractions (90% PANI:CSA - 10% CoPe,

50% PANl:CSA - 50% CoPc and 10% PANI:CSA - 90% CoPe) were prepared. All

these samples are black in colour.

4.2.3. Theoretical background

According to Rosencwaig and Gersho (RG) theory [29], with gas-microphone

detection of PA effect, the signal depends upon the acoustic pressure disturbance at

the sample-gas interface, which in turn depends on the periodic temperature

variations at the sample-gas interface. Exact expressions for the temperature

variations at the interface are derived on the basis of RG theory. However, the

propagation of acoustic waves through the gas volume is treated in an approximate

heuristic manner. For an optically opaque sample, all the incident radiation is

absorbed at the surface of the sample. When a sinusoidally modulated light beam of

intensity 10 is incident on a sample surface with an absorption coefficient p , the heat

density generated at any point X due to the light absorbed at this point can be

represented by

1
- fJ/oe fJx (1 + cos mt)
2

(11)

According to R G theory, the pressure variations in the acoustic chamber for an OPC

detection configuration is given by

(12)

where y is the ration of specific heat capacities of air, Po (To) is the ambient pressure

(temperature), f is the modulation frequency, 1;, k, and a j are the thickness, thermal
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conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the medium i , where i = g refers to the gas

and i =s refers to the sample under investigation. Also er, =(1 + i}ai' where

a, = ( ~ ) y, is the thermal diffusion coefficient of the medium i .

For a thermally thin sample, (Is as «1), the above equation reduces to

(13)

(14)

In this case the amplitude ofPA signal varies as /-1.5

At higher modulation frequencies, the sample becomes thermally thick,

(lsas »1) ,so that PA signal becomes

( )7; _1,~1f~

Q
_ rPo I 0 \a gas e S j (<1) f - ~-Isas)

ffl = e«r.i,», /

From the last equation it is obvious that for thermally thick sample, the amplitude of

PA signal varies as ()j) exp(- b..J!), where b= Is ~;{ZS ' whereas phase

decreases linearly with J7, namely, tD /h =- '/'i -b.J7 . Hence the thermal

diffusivity can be evaluated either from the amplitude or phase of the PA signal

obtained under heat transmission configuration. A necessary condition that should be

satisfied for employing ope configuration is that the specimen under investigation

should be opaque at the incident wavelength. Though the phase and amplitude of the

PA signal contains clear signature of the thermal transport properties of the specimen,

phase data is more reliable for open cell configuration since the amplitude data

depends on many external parameters such as sample surface quality and detector

response at different wavelengths.
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However, in the case of plate shaped specimens, the contribution to the PA

signal from the thermoelastic bending due to the temperature gradient existing in the

specimen cannot be neglected, especially when the sample is in the thermally truck

region. The existence of temperature gradient causes an expansion of the sample

parallel to the sample surface, thereby inducing bending along the thickness direction.

Such a vibrating sample acts as a mechanical piston; this is otherwise known as drum

effect. In the thermally thick regime the pressure fluctuation in the air chamber of the

ope detector from the thermoelastic displacement, for optically opaque sample is

given by [39J,

coefficient. R is the ramus of the front hole of the microphone and R, is the radius

of the ope air chamber. The above equation mean that the thermoeleastic

contribution, at high frequencies varies as I-I and the phase <D follows the

expression

(16)

Thus, for thermally thick sample, if thermoelastic contribution is dominant, the

thermal diffusivity value can be evaluated from the modulation frequency dependence

of the signal phase.

4.2.4. Experimental Setup

A detailed description of the experimental setup is given m chapter 3.

Briefly, an optical radiation at 488 run operating at a power level of 50 mW with a

stability of 5% from an Argon ion laser is mechanically chopped (Stanford Research

Systems SR 540) before it impinges on the sample surface. The rear surface of the
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specimen is glued to the PA cell cavity using vacuum grease. The output amplitude

and phase of the PA signal generated in the cavity are detected using a sensitive

microphone (Knowles BT 1754) and the output of which is connected to a dual phase

lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR 830). All the samples under

investigation have an average thickness ~ 600 um .

4.2.5. Results and Discussions

The transition frequency, Vc), at which sample changes from the thermally

thin to thermally thick region for the CSA doped PANI is shown in figure 8.

Measurements of all the specimens are taken in the thermally thick region so that

thermoelastic bending also contributes to the PA signal generation. Figure 9 to 13

shows the variation of phase of PA signal, by taking account of the thermoelastic

contribution, as a function of modulation frequency. The thermal diffusivity values

used for the ?est fit _~etw.~:~!}~:~~~_~i~~~_n:~~el suggested by equation (16) ~

~xperimental phase spectrum for CSA doped PANI and its composites with CoPe as

well as for intrinsic CoPe are tabulated in table Ill.
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Figure 8. PA amplitude spectrum of CSA doped PANI
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Figure 13. PA phase spectrum of CoPe

It may be said that even though therrnal conductivity IS a well-known

parameter, the role played by thermal diffusivity is usually undervalued and

misunderstood, especially in heterogeneous materials such as composites [40].

Although in most of the condensed matter materials there exists direct relation

between thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity, composites of polymers not

follow such a relation due to its heterogeneity. In the real sense, all the thermal

properties of the heterogeneous materials are discontinuous functions of the position

coordinates and consequently neither Fourier's law, nor the heat conduction equation

can be applied. However, the concept of "effective" thermal properties i.e., the

properties of equivalent homogenous material that produces the same physical effects

appears to be useful [40]. In the case of composites, the heat capacity follows the

mixture rule i.e, it depends only on the volume .fraction of the composites. The

effective thermal conductivity value depends on the thermal conductivity of
r:

constituents where as effective thermal diffusivity depends on both the thermal
r,-,,"

diffusivity and thermal conductivity of the components. Thus with the proper choice
)

of volume fraction of constituents of the composites, it is possible to manufacture

materials with thermal properties that are never found in natural materials. It is seen
-...r.f"·· ,

from the table III that, in the present case also the effective thermal diffusivity varies
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with volume fraction of the composites, which have wide applications in the modem

industry.

Sample Thermal diffusivity (cm/s')

CSA doped PANI 0.760 ± .0004

CSA doped PANI (90%) and CoPe (10%) 0.404 ± .0003

CSA doped PANI (50%) and CoPe (50%) 0.356 ± .0002

CSA doped PANI (10%) and CoPe (90%) 0.289 ± .0003

CSA doped PANI (0%) and CoPe (100%) 0.241 ± .0002

Table Ill. Thermal diffusivity values of the composites -

From table HI it is obvious that CSA doped PANI exhibits maximum value

for thermal diffusivity. This can be understood in terms of carrier (electrons and

phonons) assisted heat transfer mechanism in CSA doped PANI. In this case, for

which the sample is protonated with 50% of CSA, the density of charge carriers in the

sample is approximately equal to the density of protonated chain sites. At this doping

concentration, phenomenological percolation theory has been used to explain

increased carrier density in these specimens. Protonation may occur in such a way

that favours repeated doping of polymer chains or conglomeration of doped chains

rather than an unbiased distribution, such that metallic islands are present in the

material. As the level of doping of CSA is increased in this system, the number

and/or size of metallic regions would be expected to increase. Hence an increase in

effective charge transport occurs due to increased 'metallic' content of the specimen

and a consequent reduction in the tunneling/hopping distance between the metallic

regions as well as an increase in charge carrier density. In the case of bulk material,

doping above the threshold level could result in the overlap of the metallic islands,

which could permit an easier path of charge transport via percolation [41]. In the

case of bulk polymers as in the present case, due to strong electron-phonon
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interaction, the charge transport mechanism is dominated by phonon assisted

quantum mechanical tunneling called hopping [42-43]. In the case of crystalline

samples, a precise phase order exists between the adjacent polymer chains and this is

expected to allow coherent charge transport along and between the individual chains

so that the systems have a regular polaron structure [41]. Therefore the mean free

path of carriers is limited not by scattering at interchain events, by phonon scattering

due to thermal motion of crystal lattice or by molecular vibrations. In the case of

PANI doped with 50% CSA, the average separation between the conduction band

states is so small that the effective charge carrier density and the strength of

interaction between carrier states is large and consequently the conductivity and

carrier mobility is increased. Thus in the present case, polarons (due to strong

electron-phonon interaction) are effective carriers in heat transport mechanism and

the increase in electron density and a consequent increase in effective polaron density

due to post doping with protonic acid results in higher value for thermal diffusivity in

CSA doped PANI.

It is also clear from table III that the composites of CSA doped PANI with

CoPe decreases with increase in volume fraction of CoPe. This is due to the

existence of interfacial thermal contact resistance (ITCR) between the different

constituent phases in a composite as well as from the thermal expansion mismatch

[44]. The existence of such thermal barriers lead to a lowering of the effective

thermal diffusivity of the composite. The present analysis shows that the

combination of good thermal diffuser with a bad diffuser can result in composites of

intermediate thermal diffusivity value. The measured values of CoPe fall in the

typical range of thermal diffusivity of phthalocyanines. The d.c and a.c. electrical

conductivity measurements on these materials also observed such a variation in their

conductivity value, as reported by other researchers. These authors attributed it to the

decrease in effective carriers for the charge transport [45]. Such a decrease in

effective carriers results in the reduction in interaction between electrons and phonons

and consequently a reduction in polaron assisted heat transfer mechanism in the
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constituents of these composites. A reduction in ability of thermal energy transport of

the constituents can result in a reduction in effective thermal diffusivity value of the

composites.

In order to investigate the correlation between thermal diffusivity and

physical properties of the composites, hardness measurements of all these specimens

are carried out. Hardness is measure of the ability of material to resist a permanent

deformation. The values obtained for hardness using indentation (Shore D

measurements based on American Society of Testing and Materials standards)

technique are tabulated in table N

Sample Shore 0 Hardness

CSA doped PANI 10

CSA doped PANI (90%) and CoPe (10%) 15

CSA doped PANI (50%) and CoPe (50%) 18

CSA doped PANI (10%) and CoPe (90%) 22

CSA doped PANI (0%) and CoPe (100%) 25

Table N. Shore D Hardness values of samples

It is seen from the table that there exists an inverse relation between the

thermal diffusivity value evaluated here and hardness of the specimen. The shore D

scleroscope, which is commonly employed for the measurement of hardness of

polymers and polymer composites, measures the hardness in terms of elasticity of the

material and the hardness value is a measure of the resistance of the material to

indentation. The greater this value, the greater is the resistance. It is seen from table

III and N that hardness of the specimens exhibits an inverse relation with thermal

diffusivity of the specimen. This may be because a higher value of hardness for the

composite is due to the compact arrangement of constituents . i.e, the increase in

average number of contacts for each constituent. The increase in number of contacts

result in interfacial thermal resistance and consequently the thermal barrier resistance.
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This increase in ITCR and TBR results in a decreased value for effective thermal

diffusivity value [46].

4.2.6. Conclusion

In conclusion, a study on the measurement of the thermal diffusivity value of

CSA doped PANI and its composites with different relative volume fraction of CoPc

using open cell photoacoustic technique is presented. From the present investigation it

is clear that, with the proper choice of the volume fraction of specimen having

different thermal diffusivity, we can modify the effective thermal parameters of the

composites. The present analysis shows that the combination of a good thermal

diffuser such as CSA doped PANI with a bad diffuser CoPe results in composites

having intermediate thermal diffusivity value. It is also seen from the results that a

correlation between the effective thermal parameters of the composites and physical

properties such as hardness of the specimen is possible.
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'Iliere is no fiigfier orIower k.nowfeage, Gut one on{y, flowing out of

experimentation - Leonardo da 'Vinci

ChapterS

Photoacoustic measurement of thermal

conductivity of liquid crystal mixtures

Abstract

Thermal characterization of liquid crystal mixtures of cholesterol and

1 hexadecanol with various relative fractions of constituents have

been carried out using laser induced photoacoustic technique. The

phase of liquid crystal mixtures are identified using Polarising

microscope as Smectic A. Thermal diffusivity measurements of liquid

crystal mixtures are done using open cell photoacoustic technique

whereas thermal effusivity IS measured using conventional

photoacoustic technique. From the measured values of thermal

diffusivity and thermal effusivity, the calculation of thermal

conductivity and thermal capacity has been made. Analysis of data

shows that hydrogen bonding has a significant effect on thermal

properties of liquid crystal mixtures.
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5.1. Introduction

The term liquid crystal signifies a state of aggregation that is intermediate

between the crystalline solid and the amorphous liquid. As a rule, a substance in this

mesophase or liquid crystalline state is strongly anisotropic in some of its properties

and yet exhibits a certain degree of fluidity. Differences in orientational and spatial

ordering of the, molecules define the mesophases. Depending on the detailed

molecular structure, the system can pass through one of more mesophases before the

transformation to completely isotropic liquid. Transitions to these intermediate states

may be brought about by purely thermal processes (thermotropic mesomorphism) or

by the influence of solvents (lyotropic mesomorphism). The thermotropic liquid

crystal composed of rod like molecules can be broadly classified into three groups;

nematic, cholestric and smectic. The nematic liquid crystal has a high degree of long

range orientational order of molecules, but no long-range transnational order. The

cholestric mesophase is also a nematic type of liquid crystal except that it is

composed of optically active molecules. Smectic liquid crystals have stratified

structures but a variety of molecular arrangements are possible within each

stratification. Thermotropic liquid crystal can be further classified into two groups:

enantiotropic or monotropic. The former type can be changed into liquid crystal state

by lowering the temperature of the liquid or by raising the temperature of a solid.

However, the monotropic liquid crystals can only be changed into a liquid crystal

state by either an increase in temperature of a solid or by a decrease in temperature of

a liquid, but not both. Thermotropic liquid crystals are usually made of discotic shape

or rod shaped molecules. Discotics are flat disc-like molecules consisting of a core of

adjacent aromatic rings. This allows for two-dimensional columnar ordering of liquid

crystal. Rod-shaped molecules have an elongated and anisotropic geometry, which

allows for preferential alignment along any spatial direction. Structurally, most of the

rod shaped molecules fall into two categories, the columnar and the nematic.

Polymer liquid crystals have a basic monomer unit mass of low molar mass mesogens
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having rod-like or disc like shapes, which are attached to the polymer backbone in the

main chain itself, or as a side groups [1-2].

Lyotropic mesophases occur as a result of solvent induced aggregation of the

constituents into micellar structures. Lyotropic mesogens are typically amphiphilic,

which means that they are composed of both lyophilic (solvent-attracting) and

lyophobic (solvent-repelling) parts. This causes them to form into micellar structures

in the presence of a solvent, since the lyophobic ends will stay together as the

lyophilic ends extend outwards towards the solution. As the concentration of the

solution is increased and the solution is cooled, the micelles increase in size and

eventually coalesce. This separates the newly formed liquid crystalline state from the

solvent. In the lamellar or neat phase of the lyotropic liquid crystals, water is

sandwiched between the polar heads of adjacent layers, while the hydrocarbon tails,

which are disordered or in a liquid like configuration are in a non-polar environment

[2].

Thermal measurements play an important role in locating and characterizing

the different phases and phase transitions in liquid crystals. Differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC) is extensively used to locate transition temperatures and to

determine the important thermal properties of the specimen [3]. High resolution

calorimetric measurements, in particular near phase transitions, are usually carried out

by adiabatic scanning calorimetry or a.c. calorimetric techniques [4-6]. These

methods give information only on the static quantities such as enthalpy, heat capacity

etc [7-9]. A more complete characterisation of these specimens, however, also

requires determination of the thermal transport properties such as thermal diffusivity,

thermal effusivity and thermal conductivity. Conventional steady state gradient and

transient techniques have mainly been used to determine the thermal conductivity

which rather demands larger size specimens [6-8]. Some high-resolution a.c.

techniques [10], such as forced Rayleigh light scattering, have been used in a number

of cases to measure the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity [11-15].

However, since 19705, the multitude ways of generating photothermal effects using
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all kinds of radiation, from laser to particle beams and the diversity in detection

schemes of the thermal or acoustical waves have revolutionalised the field of

nondestructive characterisation of liquid crystals. Photoacoustic (PA) and related

photothermal methods are the well established technique for the characterisation of

liquid crystals, especially for the evaluation of dynamic thermal parameters as well as

for the phase transition studies because the temperature rise during these experiments

is only - mK so that photothermal experiments do not result any phase transitions in

the liquid crystals. These thermal methods are particularly useful in studying the

polymer and polymer containing samples. Modern polymeric materials are usually

blends or composites with complex morphologies that are crucial in determining their

material properties [16-22].

Although thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity are extensively

investigated using various techniques, thermal effusivity is one of the important and

unique thermophysical parameter which is least explored in applied physics [22].

Thermal effusivity is a rather abstract physical quantity that characterizes the material

from the standpoint of its heat storage capacity. The thermal effusivity, e., defined

by (kpC)h, has the dimensions of Ws hcm-2K-', where k is the thermal

conductivity, p is the density and C is the specific heat capacity. Though the

thermal effusivity is a relevant thermophysical parameter for surface heating or

cooling processes, as well as for quenching processes, a direct measurement of this

quantity using conventional heat flow methods is not easy. The thermal effusivity

measures essentially the thermal impedance of the sample, or effectively, the

sample's ability to exchange heat with the environment. Hence, its value is very

significant in the case of liquids and in liquid crystals, especially when these are used

as temperature sensors or in temperature sensing devices.

As the mixtures of liquid crystals are extremely important since they provide

thermophysical parameters that are not available in nature. Such a tunability in the

thermophysical parameters of the mixtures has wide applicability, especially from
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industrial point of view. In this context, a nondestructive evaluation of thermal

diffusivity and thermal effusivity of liquid crystal mixture manufactured from

cholesterol and 1 hexadecanol with various relative mass fractions has great physical

significance and practical applications. Measurement of these two dynamic

thermophysical parameters allows the evaluation of thermal conductivity and specific

heat capacity of the samples under investigation.

5.2. Sample Preparation

The two substances (Cholesterol and 1 hexadecanol) comprising the mixture

were carefully weighed in different mass proportion (70%:30%, 60%:40%, 50%:50%,

40%:60%). The mixture was then heated to a temperature well above the melting

point with continuous stirring to ensure thorough and complete mixing. The

homogeneous mixture was then quickly cooled and solidified by quenching in ice.

This process was repeated until constant melting and transition temperatures were

obtained.

Although cholesterol is non-mesomorphic, it must be considered to be

potentially mesomorphic since even cholesteryl chloride gives a monotropic

cholesteric phase, and it is possible that the hydrogen bonding in pure cholesterol

increases the intermolecular cohesion and is responsible for its high melting point.

The presence of hexadecanol may present alternate sites to which the cholesterol

hydroxyl groups can hydrogen bond without resulting in a high melting crystal lattice,

yet giving sufficiently strong intermolecular attractions to make possible the existence

of an anisotropic melt.

The presence of a liquid crystalline phase is usuall~'§0asy to identify but

the identification of the phase type is often very difficult. Optical polarizing

microscopy is the most common method used to identify liquid crystal phases. A

smallsample of the liquid crystal is placed on a microscope slide with a cover slip.
.s->: .~~,...-- - - --

The slide is placed in a hot sta~~ of variable temperature which is placed under a

microscope between crossed polarizers. When viewed between cross polarizers an
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isotr~?~clwill appear black because the polarized light will be extinguished by

the second, crossed polarizer. Liquid crystals have certain ordering of their

constituent molecules and are birefringent. Accordingly, plane polarized light are

affected by the liquid crystal material, and does not, in all cases, get extinguished by

the second or crossed polarizer and this generates a colored texture pattern. It is easy

to identify some of the more simple, common liquid crystalline phases (Nematic,

Smectic A, Smectic C etc) eventhough some of the others are quiet difficult to

identify and a great deal of experience is required. If the sample with an unknown

liquid crystalline phase is mixed with a known and fully characterized liquid crystal

then the complete miscibility across the phase diagram indicates that two phases are

identical. Such miscibility studies are frequently employed in the identification of

liquid crystal phase. In the present case, an Olympus Polarizing microscope in

conjunction with a Linkam [TMS 94] heating stage is used for the microscopic

textural observations. The polarized thermal microscopic observations revealed that--_ .._-- -... '. .....

all the mixtures exhibit Smectic A (SmA) phase. In the present case, for the
.>

convenience, mixtures containing 70% Cholestrol: 30% 1 Hexadeconal is called as

sample I whereas 60% Cholestrol: 40% l-Hexadecanol, 50% Cholesterol: 50%

Hexadecanol and 40% Cholestrol and 60% l-Hexadecanol are called samples 2, 3

and 4, respectively. Figure 1 to 4 shows the phase of mixtures under investigation.

Tbis method provides a simple and quick method for exploring the textures of liquid

crystal mixtures.
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Figure 1. Textural observation of sample containin g Cholesterol:

1 Hexadecanol (70:30)

Figure 2. Textural observation of sample containing Cholesterol:

1 Hexadecanol (60:40)
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Figure 3. Textural observation of sample containing Cholesterol:

1 Hexadecanol (50:50)

Figure 4. Textural observation of sample containing Cholesterol:

1 Hexadecanol (40:60)
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5.3 Thermal diffusivity measurements

The necessary theoretical background for the evaluation of the thermal

diffusivity of the specimen under heat transmission configuration by taking into

account the effect of thennoelastic bending due to temperature gradient existing

within the specimen is given in the latter part of the previous chapter. The same

procedure is followed here also. However, in this case the exposed portion of the

specimen is covered with a thin aluminium foil so as to attain complete opaque

condition as shown in figure 5. The thickness of the aluminium foil is so small

(5j.lIr2) that it becomes thennaIly thick only in the MHz frequency range. Hence the

Al foil does not affect the thermal diffusivity value of the specimen under

investigation.

CD

1. Microphone
2. Sample
3. Acrylic body
4. Glass window

Figure 5. Cross sectional view of ope for the measurement of thermal

diffusivity

5.4. Thermal effusivity measurements

For the thermal effusivity measurements, the same liquid crystal mixtures

those used for thermal diffusivity measurements are used. By using the PA

configuration and the procedure described by Velva et.al [23] is possible to measure

the thermal effusivity of the specimen under investigation. The cross sectional view
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of the PA cell for thermal effusivity measurements is schematically shown in figure 6.

In this case the modulated (Stanford Research Systems SR 540) optical radiation is

focused to the aluminium foil (thickness ~ 60 um ) and the opposite side of which the

specimen is attached using a thermal paste. Here also, the aluminium foil allows the

optical opaqueness condition of the specimen at the incident wavelength (488 nm

from an argon laser at 50 ± 0.05 mW).

CD

~ Al foil

I. Microphone
2. Glass window
3. Acrylic body
4. Sample

Figure 6. Cross sectional view of PA cell for the measurement of thermal

effusivity

From the Rosencwaig and Gersho theory the detected PA signal (Knowles

BT 1834), and the consequently measured (dual phase lock in amplifer - Standford

Research Systems SR 830) signal, is given [23] by,

with

r(x,t)= Bg(x)exp(j@[) =Bexp(-crox)exp(jaJt)

()= fJlo {(I+~ exp(loao)+(I-~)eXP(-loao)}
ko(jo I+b exp(lo(jo)-I-b exp(-lo(jo)

(1)

(2)

where fJ is the optical absorption coefficient and 10 is the intensity of incident

radiation and also b =btanh(ls(js) (3)
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with b =: ksO"s :::: ~kJPJcJ :::: £s

koO"o ~koPoco Co

Here O"j = (1+ /)a; is the complex thermal diffusion coefficient. Here the index i

denotes the sample (i:::: s), air (i:::: g) and the aluminium foil (i:::: 0) .

Q;:::: r!l and a.. kj , ».. cj and ej are the thermal diffusivity, conductivity, density
f~-;

, specific heat capacity and effusivity of the specimen 'i'.

In the modulation frequency ([) range forwhich the sample is thermally thick, the

equation (3) can be written as

(5)

For the case in which only the aluminium foil close to the PA cell, then the PA signal

is reduced to

e :::: fJlo
o kol00"~

From the ratio between equations (5) and (6), the equation becomes

(6)

(7)R=!...-:::: 1

eo 1+( hi )
/100" 0

Then the thermal effusivity value of each sample is obtained by fitting the

experimentally obtained ratio of the signal as a function of chopping frequency to that

of equation (7)

5.5. Results and Discussions

The variation of PA phase spectrum under heat transmission configuration for

the samples under investigation is shown in figures 7 to 10. In all the cases, the
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thermal diffusivity of the specimen is used as the fitting parameter. The best values

obtained as fitting parameter for thermal diffusivity by taking into account of the

thermoelastic bending of the specimen are given in table I

- theoretical ftt

• expenmental

'50 200 250 300 350 '00

Frequency (Hz)

52

tIO

'i' 51

e
tn so4>
~
Ql 501.,
III

.::::
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..
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Figure 7. Variation of phase ofPA signal as a function of modulation

frequency for sample 1

68.,----------------------,

62

52

50

-theoretical fit
• experimental

100 150 200 250 300 .l5O 400

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 8. Variation of phase of PA signal as a function of modulation

frequency for sample 2
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Figure 9. Variation of phase of PA signal as a function of modulation

frequency for sample 3
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Figure 10. Variation of phase ofPA signal as a function of modulation

frequency for sample 4

Figure 11 to 14 shows the variation of ratio of PA amplitude between sample

attached to Al foil and Al foil alone as a function of modulation frequency. In all the

cases, the unknown thermal effusivity of the specimen is taken as the fitting
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parameter. The values obtained for the thermal effusivity of all the specimen are

given in table 1.
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Figure 11. Variation of ratio of PA amplitude as a function of modulation

frequency for sample 1
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Figure 12. Variation of ratio of PA amplitude as a function of modulation

frequency for sample 2
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Figure 13. Variation of ratio ofPA amplitude as a function of modulation

frequency for sample 3
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Sample Thermal Thermal Thermal Heat Capacity
diffusivity effusivity conductivity (xI0 6J/m 3K)
(10-6 '-1

(ws~ /m 2K) (w /mK)x m:s

1 2.304 ± 0.003 17.I±0.2 0.260 ± 0.004 0.1130 ± 0.004

2 2.770 ± 0.005 16.5 ± 0.2 0.271 ± 0.003 0.0991 ± 0.003

3 3.061 ± 0.003 16.0 ± 0.2 0.281 ± 0.004 0.0915 ± 0.004

4 3.602 ± 0.004 IS.S±O.1 0.294 ± 0.003 0.0820 ± 0.003

Table 1. Thermal parameters of liquid crystal mixtures under investigation

It is seen from table that the thermal diffusivity value increases with increase

in relative fraction of 1 hexadecanol whereas thennaI effusivity, measure of thermal

impedence decreases with increase in relative fraction of 1 hexadecanol. The

increase in thermal conductivity with increase in relative fraction of 1 hexadecanol

can be understood in terms of increase in effective hydrogen bonding (H-bonding)

and the subsequent effective transport of thermal energy through the mixture. H

bonding is one of the key interactions for chemical and biological processes in nature

due to its e stability, directionality and dynamics [24-26]. For molecular aggregates,

hydrogen bonding plays an important role in the association of molecules. In the case

of mixture of two different substances, as in the present case, liquid crystal formation

will depend on two factors: first, the ability of the molecules to pack into a single

liquid crystal "lattice" and secondly, the mean orientational cohesive energy. The

OPM studies on the specimen under investigation shows that all the specimens are in

the Smectic A phase which is considered as the more crystalline liquid crystal phase.

Although pure cholesterol is non-rnesogenic, it can be considered to be potentially
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mesomorphic because even cholesteryl chloride gives monotropic cholesteric

mesophase. An increase in intermolecular cohesion is possible through hydrogen

bonding in the case of pure cholesterol which in turn causes the high melting point of

cholesterol. Introduction of hexadecanol molecules may present alternate sites to

which cholesterol hydroxyl group can hydrogen bond without resulting in the high

melting point of the crystal lattice, yet giving sufficiently strong intermolecular

attractions to make possible the existence of an anisotropic melt. The increase in

relative volume fraction of the 1 hexadecanol increases the number sites available for

the H- bonding and consequently more intermolecular attraction. With the increase in

intermolecular attraction and consequent cohesive structure, the' liquid crystal mixture

provides easier path for heat transport and result in an increased value for thermal

conductivity with increase in relative fraction of 1 hexadecanol. The unification of

components of the mixture through H-bonding causes the reduction in heterogeneity

of the liquid crystal mixture. As the heterogeneity of the specimen decreases, the

factors which causes in the reduction in thermal parameters of the heterogeneous

materials, namely interface thermal resistance and lattice expansion mismatch also

decreases [27]. This may also cause the increased value for thermal conductivity with

the increase in relative fraction of 1 hexadecanol.

5.6. Conclusion

In conclusion, in this chapter, investigations on the dependence of effective

thermal parameters on the volume fraction of constituents in a liquid crystal mixture

consisting of cholesterol and I hexadecanol have been presented. It is seen that

thermal conductivity (thermal diffusivity) of the specimen increases with increase in

volume fraction of I hexadecanol whereas thermal diffusivity decreases. Analysis of

results shows that H-bonding play a key role in determining the effective thermal

parameters of a liquid crystal mixture. The present study also suggests that tunability

in effective thermal parameters is possible by varying the volume fraction of the

constituents.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Future challenges

Abstract

A summary of the work presented in this thesis as well as the

concluding remarks based on the analysis of results has been made.

Suggestions for the further work along this direction are also outlined.
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6.1. Summary and Conclusions

A detailed account of the measurements done on the thermal and transport

properties of certain class of important photonic materials of current interest such as

semiconductors, layered structures, nanometal dispersed ceramics, composites of

conducting polymer and liquid crystal mixtures are made in this thesis. Investigations

have been carried out using the two most important nondestructive laser induced

photothermal methods namely photothermal deflection and photoacoustic technique.

Measurements presented on this thesis reveal the versatility and applicability of these

photothermal techniques for the characterization of a range of photonic materials, in

addition to providing a better understanding of the physics of heat transport through

these materials, which is essential for the progress of photonic industry. A brief

review given on the introductory part of this thesis about the various photothermal

techniques and on the applicability of the techniques which are employed here on the

class of materials so as to reveal the potential of these methods.

Thermal wave physics has been an active area of research as it has created

basis for several new and revolutionary measurement technologies. All the

photothermal techniques are based on the detection of the thermal waves generated in

the specimen following illumination with pulsed or chopped optical radiation.

Photothermal deflection and photoacoustic technique, which are based on the

generation and propagation of thermal waves and subsequent effects in the specimen

as well as in the coupling medium allow the evaluation of many of the material

parameters which are hard to measure using conventional techniques.

In recent years, many researchers all around the world have paid much

attention for the thermal characterization of compound semiconductors both in

intrinsic and extrinsic state with a special emphasis on the influence of doping on the

fundamental properties of these materials. These investigations are extremely

important as a thorough understanding of the fundamental properties such as thermal

diffusivity and its variation with doping are essential for getting a better insight into

the physical processes tacking place in these materials. In this context, the
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photothermal deflection technique, which have several advantages over other

photothermal methods is a good tool for the evaluation of thermal diffusivity of

compound semiconductors namely InP and InP doped with Sn, S and Fe cleaved

along (111) and (lOO) plane. When a solid sample is irradiated with a focused laser

beam, thermal waves generated from this point source will propagate in all directions,

the characteristics of which are determined by the thermal properties of the sample.

The profile of refractive index gradient generated in a coupling fluid in contact with

the heated surface of the solid sample is ultimately decided by these thermal waves. A

weak probe-beam propagating through this gradient gets deflected. The phase of the

deflection signal as a function of the distance between the point source and the probe

beam holds a linear relationship and the slope of the plot determines the thermal

diffusivity of the solid sample. The present investigation shows that both the doping

and plane of cleavage have significant influence on propagation of phonons through

the lattice and hence on the thermal diffusivity value.

Thermal characterization of layered structures IS a challenging area of

research. Photothermal deflection technique along with its unique features such as

noncontact and nondestructive nature allows the measurement of anisotropy in

effective thermal parameters of layered structures. Measurement of effective thermal

parameters such as thermal diffusivity along the in-plane and cross plane directions of

layered semiconductors is extremely important, especially for the device design and

fabrication. The investigations carried out on the in-plane and cross plane thermal

diffusivity value of the GaAs double epitaxial layers grown on GaAs substrate with

various doping concentration of Si and a particular concentration of Be show that

these materials exhibits great anisotropy in effective thermal diffusivity value. In

addition to that, both doping concentration and nature of dopant have great influence

on effective thermal diffusivity value. Analysis of the results reveals that in addition

to impurity scattering, the interface scattering and thermal barrier resistance are

playing a major role in determining the effective thermal diffusivity of layered

semiconductors.
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In spite of the existence of several photothermal techniques, photoacoustic

technique has gained wide popularity due to simplicity in experimental setup as well

as the capability of simultaneous measurement of thermal and transport properties

with good accuracy. Photoacoustic phase measurements are an excellent approach to

investigate the heat transport mechanism in materials. It also enables one to measure

the thermal and transport properties viz., thermal diffusivity, diffusion coefficient,

surface recombination velocity and nonradiative recombination time of both direct

and indirect bandgap semiconductors. In the present work, measurements done on

some compound semiconductors such as InP, GaAs and InSb reveal the effectiveness

of open cell photoacoustic technique to monitor the minority carriers in the

semiconductors. Analysis also show that PA technique offers an indirect way to

measure the mobility of minority carriers in semiconductors as well as the auger

recombination mechanism, which is the dominating nonradiative recombination

mechanism in undoped semiconductors. Experiments carried on intrinsic Si and Si

doped with B and P reveal that the nature of dopant has great influence on the thermal

and transport properties of semiconductors. Studies done on the Si doped GaAs

epitaxial layers using photoacoustic under heat transmission configuration reveals

that thermal and transport properties of epitaxial layers vary significantly with doping

concentration.

Ceramics are considered to be an ideal material for many of the electronic

and optoelectronic applications. However, the thermophysical parameters of these

materials are greatly affected by various factors such as sintering temperature,

incorporation of foreign atom etc. In the present work focus has been made on the

nano Ag metal dispersed ceramic alumina matrix with various concentrations of Ag

and sintered at different temperature. The reflection detection configuration have

been employed and by knowing the transition frequency from the amplitude

spectrum of the photoacoustic signal, at which the sample changes over from

thermally thin to thermally thick regime, the thermal diffusivity is evaluated. Analysis

shows that thermal diffusivity value is sensitive to both Ag concentration and
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porosity. It is also seen from the analysis that sintering temperature also affects the

thermal diffusivity value in a significant manner.

The fourth generation of polymers viz., conducting polymers, have created an

active research area on the border line of condensed matter physics and chemistry.

However, the thermal characterization of these materials has not been investigated in

detail so far. Fabrication of composites with various consitutents is attaining much

importance due to its tunability in effective thermophysical parameters. Here focus

was made on the measurement of thermal diffusivity of Polyaniline (PANI) doped

with Camphor Sulphonic Acid (CSA) and its composites with Cobalt Phthalocyanine

(CoPe). Analysis of resuits show that CSA doped PANI exhibits maximum value for

thermal diffusivity and the effective thermal diffusivity value decreases with increase

in relative fraction of CoPe. The interface thermal resistance and thermal expansion

mismatch play a major role in the effective thermal parameters of heterogeneous

systems such as composites.

Various configurations photoacoustic technique have been employed for the

evaluation of different thermal properties of materials and are utilized to measure the

relative composition dependence of liquid crystal mixtures. Heterogenous materials

consisting of liquid crystals and polymers have wide range of applications, ranging

from bistable displays to photonic bandgap materials. As the liquid crystallanity and

themophysical parameters depend greatly on the relative fraction of constituents, the

complete thermal characterization of liquid crystal mixture consisting of various

relative fraction of Cholestrol and 1 Hexadecanol have great physical significance

and practical applications. The thermal diffusivity of liquid crystal mixtures is

evaluated using photoacoustic technique under heat transmission configuration

whereas conventional photoacoustic technique is employed for the measurement of

thermal effusivity of the materials. Evaluation of these two dynamic thermophysical

parameters using simple, elegant and nondestructive photoacoustic technique is very

relevant as these parameters allow the complete thermal characterization of the
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specimen under investigation. Analysis of data shows that the Hydrogen bonding play

a key role in determining the thermal properties of liquid crystal mixtures.

In general, the versatility and applicability of two important photothermal

techniques, namely photothermal deflection technique and photoacoustic technique

for the evaluation of fundamental properties of photonic materials are highlighted in

this thesis.

6.2. Challenges for the future

Some of the outstanding issues that requires serious consideration are listed below:

1) Theoretical and experimental investigations are required on the exact

contribution of various scattering mechanism during the propagation of

thermal carriers especially in layered semiconductors and multiple layer

structures.

2) Application of probe beam deflection technique to measure the surface and

bulk acoustic wave velocity and consequent determination of elastic

constants of the materials need further investigations. The dependence of

these properties on doping also needed to be studied.

3) There is exist a' need for research both from theoretical as well as

experimental point of view to investigate the influence of electric field on the

thermal and transport properties of materials, especially semiconductors.

4) Investigation of influence of more than single nano metal into a ceramic host

on the thermophysical properties can be made.

5) As the thermal characterization of conducting polymers is in the initial stages,

the photothermal techniques can play a major role in this area.
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6) The application of open cell photoacoustic technique in the presence of

electric field has not been made yet. The variation in thermal parameters with

electric field and its variation with across the phase transition of liquid

crystals is a really interesting and challenging field.

7) Applications of open cell photoacoustic technique to evaluate the thermal

parameters of binary mixtures as well to investigate the chemical reactions

are not exploited till now

8) and more .
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